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Thursday, January 2 1, 1982 
astern News will be cloudy with temperatures ranging in the mid to upper 30s. Continued cloudiness tonight with temperatures in the low to mid 30s. 
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Hickman stands fast to current liquor policy 
by Dru Sefton 
Charleston Mayor Hickman, also ci­
ty liquor commissioner, said Wednes­
day there will be no change in the cur­
rent ·city liquor ordinance allowing 
underage persons to enter the bars in 
·Charleston.� 
"I do not intend to change the or­
dinance," Hickman said. "If it comes 
up on the council agenda, the council 
can vote on it. But I will not support 
any changes in the ordinance. It should 
be left as it is." 
At Tuesday's city council meeting, 
where the issue of the city's liquor or-
dinance was publically discussed, Ac­
counts - and Finance Commissioner 
Clancy Pfeiffer said that the council 
cannot take action on the issue and in­
stead it must be addressed by the liquor 
commissioner. 
"He (Hickman) is god when it comes 
to liquor in Charleston," Pfeiffer said. 
Hickman was not present at Tues­
day's city council meeting due to illnes. 
Pfeiffer said Tuesday that as in the 
past an advisory liquor commission, 
comprised of area residents of diverse 
backgrounds, assists the mayor in ·in­
vestigating facts relating to the issue. 
Warmer temperatures provided a pleasant change from the recent sub-zero 
conditions. However, students had to sacrifice a little in exchange for the warm 
spell. People walking to classes today were greeted by a light rain.(News photo 
by Brian Ormiston) 
_ 
. 
Hickman said he will not re-form the 
city's liquor commission to examine 
the issue. 
At Tuesday's city council meeting, 
enforcement. of the city's liquor or­
dinance surfaced as a key issue. 
Maurice Johnson, Charleston police 
chief, said Tuesday that he and 24 of 
his men "would give their right arm" 
to go into the bars and make sure the 
ordinance is being enforced, but was 
not permitted to do so. 
When asked if the order to stay out 
of the bars came from his superiors, 
Johnson conferred with-City Attorney 
Tony Sunderman, then replied, "I can­
not make any comments until after the 
liquor commission has given its recom­
mendation on the issue." 
Johnson added he could not com­
ment any further without being "put 
on the spot." 
Hickman said he has never .told 
Jonnson not to enter the bars. 
"The comments Maurice made at · 
the meeting last night made it appear 
that I told him not to go into the bars," 
Hickman said. "I never said that. I 
told him to· investigate any complaints 
(see Hickman, page 10) 
Liquor com_mission issue 
discussed by city council 
by Peggy McMeen 
According to state statutes, Illinois 
mayors are not required to have an ac­
tive liquor commission to serve as an 
advisory board on liquor issues. 
The issue of whether or not to reac­
tivate the liquor commission for ad­
visement to Charleston Mayor Bob 
Hickman on the city's underage liquor 
ordinance was brought up at Tuesday's 
city council meeting. 
City commissioner Clancy Pfeiffer 
said an advisory liquor commission 
would look into the ordinance which 
allows 18-20 year olds in the bars and 
offer suggestions to· the mayor l:iefore 
any changes would be made. 
However, Charleston Mayor Bob 
Hic_kman, liquor commissioner, who 
was not present at the meeting, said 
Wednesday that he would not reac­
tivate the advisory liquor commission 
_to study the problem and that the or­
dinance would not be changed. 
Although Charleston's liquor com­
mission has not been active since 1979, 
at that time a survey conducted by the 
commission found that public opinion 
favored keeping the city's ordinance 
permitting underaged persons to enter 
the bars, Hickman said. 
Chapter 43, article IV,· section 111 of 
the Illinois statutes states: "The 
mayor. .. shall be the loca.l liquor con­
trol commissioner. .. and shall be charg­
ed with the administration ... of such 
ordinanc-es and resolutions relating to 
alcoholic liquor as may be enacted." 
The statute also states the powers of 
the liquor commissioner include gran­
ting and/or suspending local liquor 
licenses; to enter or aut_horize ent.rance· 
to local bars to investigate any possible 
state statute violations; to receive com­
plaints from citizens regarding possible 
state statute violations; and to receive 
local liquor license fees. 
The statute continues: "However, 
such mayor. .. may appoint a person or 
persons to assist him in the exercise of 
the powers and the performance of the 
duties herein provided for such local li­
quor control commissioner.'' 
Eastern legal service director Steve 
Davis said, from his interpretation of 
Illinois statutes, that as liquor commis­
sioner the mayor may appoint a com­
mission_ to assist him, but it is "non-
required." 
· 
He added Hickman is "the head of 
the whole thing" and is free to choose 
whether or not to use an advisory com­
mission. 
Charleston dty attorney Tony 
Sunderman could not be reached for 
comment. 
Mike Strader, an Eastern home 
economics faculty member who was a 
member of the liquor commission in 
1979 said the commission at that time 
was "a working body to help the 
mayor · pull together information," 
which the mayor was free to reject or 
present to the Charleston City Council. 
Hickman said the he and the com­
mission "spent many hours and much 
money" sending surveys . to area 
residents to determine whether the 
public thpught Charleston's ordinance 
permitting underaged persons to enter 
the bars shouid be changed to coincide 
with the state's legal drinking age of 
21. 
(see LIQUOR, page 10) 
Dressing.wrong is the right way to· a case of frostbite 
by Peggy Schneider 
Don't let the bright sunshine, sparkl­
ing snow and fresh, invigorating air 
fool you. Winter is here, and without 
proper clothing it can be hazardous to 
your health. 
It is not unusual to risk life and limb 
while walking to class on slippery 
sidewalks, but temperatures can pose a 
more subtle hazard, Eastern Health 
Service Director Jerry Heath said. 
The near-zero and below zero 
temperatures and even cooler wind­
chill factors can cause frostbite without 
proper outfitting, he said. 
Before setting out on those long 
walks across campus to class, students 
should bundle up against the weather, 
Heath said. 
"The skin should not be exposed to 
the cold, and shquld be protected by a 
scarf or a covering of Vaseline,'' he 
said. "Layers of clothing should be 
worn instead of a single heavy item 
because layers provide better insulation 
than one single layer.'' 
Home economics teacher Gayle 
Strader, who specializes in clothing, 
agreed and said, "By wearing layers, 
once indoors, clothing can be peeled 
away gradually to allow the body to 
adjust slowly to the difference in 
temperature.'' 
Strader also said she rec9mmends 
taking the layers off during classes, 
rather than wearing them throughout 
the day, so the body is not continually hands from the damp, she said. 
shocked by acclimating to different in- In very cold weather, a couple pairs 
door and outdoor temperatures. of gloves should be worn as insulation, 
Clothing made of natural fibers, like Strader added. 
wool, down or cotton, are the best Skin exposed to cold temperatures 
choices when preparing a winter war- and high winds for a long period of 
drobe, because the natural fibers pro- time can be subject to frostbite, Heath 
vide natural air pockets for insulation, said. 
' · 
Strader said. Frostbite acts like a burn on skin 
Polyester fiberfill, which is similar to tissue, killing ·celis. The skin turns 
. down, is also adequate for the same whits.,and feels tingly or numb, he add-
reason, she added. , ed . ." - · · 
Winter outerwear should be chosen Although hours of exposure to very 
to keep the body dry, Strader said. cold temperatures and high winds can 
Boots, which can also allow layer- lead to severe frostbite, requiring am­
ing, should be worn rather than shoes. putation of the frostbitten limb, not all 
In wet weather, vinyl or leather gloves frostbite victims end up amputees, he 
or mittens should be worn to shield the (see DRESSING, page 10) 
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Seven feared dead 
MINK BRANCH, Ky-An explosion and fire trapped 
seven m�bers of one family deep inside their own eastern 
Kentucky coal mine Wednesday, and UMW President Sam 
Church said "it's a 90 percent chance that their all dead . " 
The blast hurled debris hundreds of feet, state police and 
witnesses said. There was no confirmed word on the condi­
tion of the miners, who police said were trapped at least 
1, 700 feet inside in the family-run RFH Mining Co. 's Mine 
No. One. 
"We don't  know if they're dead or not,'� said C�urch. 
'' But it doesn't look good." 
Church urges settlement 
WARSAW, Poland-The bishops of Poland' s  powerful 
Roman Catholic Church sent martial law chief Gen .  Wo­
iciech Jaruzelski a letter Wednesday that observers said 
�light urge actions to quickly end the economic and . 
political crisis . 
The bishops, meeting under Poland' s  Roman Catholic 
primate, Archbishop Jozef Glemp, said the letter had been · 
decided on at a meeting of the episcopate Tuesday that 
discussed the "pastoral tasks of the church in the current, 
very complicated situation in the country. ' '  
The bishops gave no details of the letter , but.observers 
said it could urge policy decisions aimed at following up a 
church-government Monday to cooperate to "accelerate 
the pace of getting out of the crisis .  
UAW talks break down 
DETROIT-The United Auto Workers pulled out of 
talks with General Motors Corp . on emergency conces­
sions·wednesday, and both sides predicted the breakdown 
might further depress new car sales . 
UAW President Douglas Fraser anounced the collapse 
of the talks shortly after noon, saying the two sides were 
dead-locked on economic and job security issues . He refus­
ed to elaborate . 
Drug dealers to plea 
SPRINGFIELD-Ten people have cooperated with 
federal and state investigators, or soon will, in a widening 
investigation of a multimillion-dollar Illinois marij uana 
smuggling ring, authorities said Wednesday . 
U .S Attorney Gerald Fines said the 1 0  have agreed to 
plead guilty to a variety of charges and nine have pledged 
to testify before a federal grand j ury or at a trial . 
"I can tell you the investigation is expanding based on 
new information from those who have agreed to 
cooperate, "  Fines said . 
Recorders found in waters · ·  
WASHINGTON (AP)-A Navy frogman, bridge Jan. 1 3  and plunged beneath the river's 
following an electronic listening device, retrieved ice, killing 78 people, including four motorists. 
two flight recorders Wednesday from the week- Among the 79 people on the plane, only four 
old wreckage of an Air Florida jet .  The "black passengers and a stewardess survived . 
boxes" were analyzed f�r clues to the cause of Rudolph Kapustin, the NTSB' s  chief staff in-
the fatal crash . vestigator, said the flight data recorder , which 
After two days of frustration with the provides such information as air speed, altitude, 
Potomac River's  ice and sub-surface and time of liftoff, is "in excellent shape" and its 
murkiness , Lt. John Sechrist, of Vashon Island, five-inch wide recording foil has "good traces 
Wash . ,  found the critical recorders on his first on it . " 
dive. He carried a sonar receiver that homed in The military divers, meanwhile , resumed their 
on the " ping" emitted by the recorders, which quest for bodies still in the river, finding two 
apparently were undamaged . more shortly after the recorders were recovered . 
Labatory technicians were expected to take Sixteen additional bodies were believed to be still 
anywhere from a few hours to possibly several . in the frigid water . Some officials expressed 
days to analyze the recorders , which monitor fears that the current may have swept several 
cockpit conversations and the key instruments . away, perhaps never to be found . 
But Robert Buckhorn, of the Natonal NTSB investigators have interviewed more 
Transportation Safety Board, said the results than 100 witnesses to the crash and were examin­
may not be released to the public anytime soon. ing some of ·the wreckage, including the plane' s  
" I  don' t  think a t  this point you'"re going t o  get left wing, tail assembly and shell of the cockpit, 
anything, "  he said,.adding that authorities likely at a hanger at National Airport . Some major 
would conceal the results until they could be tied pieces, including both engines were yet to be 
with other aspects of the investigation . . - recovered although they have been located in the 
Buckhorn.said the voice recorder' s  metal box river . . 
was banged up, but the apparatus appeared in Much of the investigation has centered on 
working condition . whether the Air Florida j et might have had too 
Francis McAdams, a board member, called �he much ice on its wings when it took off during a 
recorders "most critical" in trying to determine steady snowfall after waiting at least 45 minutes 
why the Boeing 737 clipped a busy commute� for clearance . 
Officials admit deep recession 
WASHING TON (AP)-The government, 
confirming a deep recession that has blighted 
production and tossed workers off jobs, said 
Wednesday that the economy fell at the end of 
1 98 1  faster than at any other time since a record 
decline in the spring of 1 980. 
Adminisfration officials , conceding that things 
will get worse before they get better , renewed 
their blame of former President Carter for the 
recession that simmered through last summer 
before it hit hard as President Reagan finished 
his first year in office. 
With consumer sales still sluggish and factories 
cutting output, new layoffs will likely push 
unemployment above December' s  8 .9  percent 
rate before recovery begins in the spring, the of­
ficials said . 
The Commerce Department reported Wednes­
day that the inflation-adj usted gross national 
product-the broadest measure of economic ac­
tivity-dropped at an annual rate of 5.2 percent 
in the fourth quarter of 1 98 1 . 
That was the sharpest drop since the record 9 .9  
percent annual rate " in  the spring quarter of the 
1980 recession. ' Treasury Secretary Donald T .  Regan said the 
economy will likely drop at an annual rate of up 
to 2 percent in the current quarter , but he said 
the administration is not to blame. 
He and others in the administration say their 
push for the tight money policy by the Federal 
Reserve Board-which many private analysts say 
w:as a main cause of the recession-was necessary 
to fight inflation . 
And Deputy Commerce Secretary Joseph 
Wright Jr .  asserted that " this recession stemmed 
from policymakers' earlier failure to come .to 
grips with deeply embedded inflation. 
Disagreeing , Democratic Rep. Henry Reuss, 
chairman of the Joint Economic Committee, 
said , "The sorry state of the economy is the 
direct result of Pre.sident Reagan's program of 
huge tax cuts for the affluent, sharp increases in 
defense spending leading to gaping deficits , and 
the tight monetary policies of the Federal 
reserve, carried out at the· administration 's  
behest.  
The Hair 
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Friendly game 
Charleston 's recent sub-zero temperature·s weren't severe enough to .keep a 
few ambitious hockey players from gett ing in a. few hours of practice . Steven 
Fitch shoots a hoc'key puck to , from left to r ight,  teammates John Raglan-d, 
3 
Keith DeWolf, Bi l l  Forster and Bryan Wi l l iams, Tuespay afternoon at the Campus 
Pon d .  A break in the weather is expected for the-weekend with temperatures 
rising to the mid 30s . (News photo by Sam Paisley) 
Underage. drinking �ot a problem-Eastern officials_ 
by Peggy Schneider 
Despite a policy allowing students of  
legal drinking age to drink alcoh-ol in  
residence halls, .Eastern Housing and 
judicial affairs officials say underage 
drinking is not a large problem . 
In a recent column in the Charleston 
Times Courier , the newspaper' s  
managing editor, Bill Lair, wrote that 
Charleston officials alone are not to 
blame for underage drinking in the 
area. Eastern 's  policies also do little to 
curb underage drinking, !Je added . 
Eastern' s  policies allow residents 
9ver 21 to drink beer .and wine in 
residence halls, Housing Director Lou 
Hencken said. Hard liquor is not 
allowed in halls for anyone, he added . 
umn and move all students of legal age 
into a separate hall would not work , 
although such a plan was discussed 
when the drinking age was raised , Hen­
cken said . 
Upperclassmen provide a sfablizing 
influence on underclassmen, which 
would be lost by separating them, Hen­
cken said.  
RA' s  and counselors are given 
guidelines for handling minors with 
alcohol , Hencken said . At the fir.st of­
fense, they work with the offender. At 
the second and third offenses, judicial 
action-from a fine to a suspen­
sion-is taken, he added . 
Kohanzo said enforcement to pre­
vent underage drinking in residence 
halls is "treateµ fairly, consistently, 
and appropriately . "  
Stronger enforcement , such as fining 
students for their fir.st underage drink­
ing infraction , "would not eliminate 
the problem (of underage drinking) , 
any more than Prohibition eliminated 
drinking , "  he said.  
" Increasing the penalty. would an­
tagonize people and make catching 
(underage drinkers) more difficult , "  
Kohanzo said . 
Last academic year, 69 people were 
given disciplinary action for underage 
drinking violations in resid_ence. halls ,  
Kohanzo said.  That number did not in­
clude incidents of vandalism involving 
alcohol abuse, he added . 
Kohanzo added that this year the 
number of infractions was similar to 
last year, although the number of first 
offenders referred to his office was 
down. 
Kohanzo said, in an opinion he said 
was his own and not that of Eastern 
administrators, that Eastern had fewer 
problems with underage drinkers 
because Charleston's seemingly open 
bar policy. 
"It  is in Eastern's best interest to · 
hope the bars do not change their 
policy, because by cracking down on · 
underage drinkers in town, more 
underage students would try to drink 
on campus, "  he said . 
Of 4400 residents last fall ,  Hencken 
said he estimated about 800 to be 21 or 
over . Traffic violators to pay mor.e for ticketed offenses 
Students under 4 1  are not allowed to 
possess liquor in residence halls,  
although all Eastern officials question­
. ed Tuesday said they realized minors 
did drink . 
(Underage drinking) does go on, but· 
not to the extent that is a problem, "  
Hencken said, 
Both Ht�ncken and Eastern Judicial 
Affairs Officer Keith Kohanzo say pro­
hibition of drinking for all campus 
residents, even those of drinking age 
who could buy liquor for their 
underage friends , would be unrealistic . 
Kol}.anzo said, "to prohibit alcohol 
to all campus residents would be like 
instituting prohibition on the entire 
town, with the assumption that any 
adult in town could booze up all 
minors . "  
Campus-wide prohibition would 
"deprive responsible people of legal 
age the right to drink, "  Kohanzo said . 
To do as Lair suggested in his col-
by Lola Burnham 
Due to an increase in some traffic 
tickets, motorists pushing the pedal to 
the meta1 causing them to exceed the 55 
mile per hour speed limit may find the 
consequences costing them $50 instead 
of the previous $35. 
Charleston Police · Chief Maurice 
Johnson said Monday the $ 1 5  increase 
in fines covers all moving violations in­
cluding speeding and disobeying traffic 
signs . . 
. The increase, which went into effect 
Friday, was due to three new laws 
recently passed by the I llinois 
Legislature. 
Rep. Harry "Babe" Woodyard, R­
Chrisman, said the history of the new 
,law is complicated . 
. ' 'Talk about a mess , ' '  Woodyard 
said . 
· · 
Woodyard explained that although 
the three new laws all concerned how 
much fines would be and where money 
Bell"s 
Campus Florist 
"13ehind EL Krackers" 
3 Carnations in a vase_ 
ONLY $550 
·Good thru Saturday 
Open 1 0-5 Daily 
345-5526 
collected would go, the Supreme Court 
stepped in to clarify the matter . 
' 'The Supreme Court made a ruling 
that the minimum fine would be $50, 
instead of different fines for the 
various offenses, "  Woodyard said . 
Under the new law, when a motorist 
is fined $50, $ 1 0  goes to the courts, $2 
to law enforcement, $5 to the arresting 
agency and $33 to the state treasury. 
After July 1 ,  $5 of the treasury's 
amount will be used for driver educa­
tion programs, Woodyard said . 
Woodyard said the new law was·pro­
posed because of inflation . 
Johnson said the money that goes to 
law agencies will be used for training 
law enforcement officers: 
Johnson said he believes the increas­
ed fine should hinder the number of 
traffic violations in the Charleston 
area . 
-He said the fine, like everything else , 
is "bound to get higher all the time . "  
H e  said h e  thought people would not 
pay any attention to traffic laws if the 
. fine had .remained at $ 1 5  as it was 
originally because " that's nothing to 
people nowadays . "  
Johnson said he believed only the 
" regular amount" of tickets had been 
issued since the new laws took effect. 
2 blks. north of Roe's 
> ''Wiid Rose 
1 Band'' 
Rock '-n Roll-· 
Old Mil Pitchers $2.00 
Drink Special: Screwdrivers 7 5 c 
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" I 
Sena-tOrs need to know the rules 
Student government officials are to be com­
mended for making an effort to enl ighten student 
senators about their constitution . But the fact that 
such efforts have to be made only points to the 
senate's deficiencies in correcting a problem 
which should have been solved long ago. 
to read the constitution in order to understand the 
procedure of senate meetings . 
However, it was not the new senators who 
made a "mistake" by changing �he election date . 
The "mistake" was made by senators who were in  
office last semester . Therefore, we urge senators 
who participated in the election decision to review 
their constitutions so they , too, will understand 
the ru les and procedures of the group of which 
Student officials are suddenly concerned about 
a general lack of knowledge concerning the con­
stitution because Eastern 's student supreme 
court ·ruled last semester the senate had acted 
unconstitutionally when it·changed the date of the 
fall elections . 
'they are a part . 
Senate Speaker Karen Kupsche said recently 
the senate had made "a mistake" with the election 
date change. If senators had taken the time to 
read through their' copies of ·the constitution 
before voting to change the election , that 
"mistake" would have easi ly been avoided . 
The constitution is the senate's guide to running 
the student government in a proper manner. How 
can students be sure they are represented effec­
tively whe·n the officials they elected do not 
understand the basics of their government? 
Kupsche said many new senators do not 
understand the operation of the senate and need 
MEY, lfT� llAVl 
A Q(li� 0/'4 'T/./C 
STuPE/iT .!ENATE 
C OH! T/Tf!Tlo!I/ 
A basic working knowledge of their own body's 
governing rules is absolutely essential to serving 
the interests of the students that senators repre­
sent . 
It appears the senators do not take their jobs 
too seriously if they bel ieve they can afford to ig­
nore the foundation of Eastern 's student govern­
ment . 
Sti l l , if elected officials are supposed to be 
representative of their constituents , Eastern 's 
student senators are doing a good job because 
they have proven to be just as apathetic as the 
average student by ignoring one of their basic 
duties . 
M�Y, TUATS a jt'eot Ide_q/ 
IHEN W£ <.AH l.E� 
... -� �BOVT IT AND 
l>O TUINGS-
'0RRECTLY./ 
Leaders fail to represent student body 
Okay Bob, where were you? 
At the Tuesday night meeting of the Charleston City 
Council only two students who rose to speak out identified 
themselves as members of student government. 
Our student body president Bob Glover. didn't  bother 
Personal file: 
Andy Robeznieks 
showing up, that is unless he came in disguise and I didn' t  such n:port would b e  given a t  the senate meeting and that 
recognize him. Glover would answer questions addressing the issue at a 
In the Jan. 1 5  edition of The Daily Eastern News it was later date. 
reported that Glover had urged all student senators to attend It s�ems that answers to any questions concerning the 
the meeting. meeting would be much more complete if he had attended 
Does this mean nobody listens to Glover or that this was a the meeting . 
· 
change of strategy? -
· 
Ironically, on the same day the city council met so did the 
It could be that the Student Senate felt that they would Student Senate Legislative Leadership Committee. 
have more of an impact if only two senators showed up in- . . . . . 
stead of trying to impress the council with numbers. . 
I wonder i� the committee will contmue to show this type 
· of " leadership . "  Perhaps they can sponsor study sessions 
When the campaign for senate was in full swing a whole the week after finals . · 
slew of senate hopefuls came and interrupted my fraternity ' s  . . 
weekly meeting to do some campaigning . . The purp?se of the committee meetmg was to approve 
students to fill the three vacant senate seats. They all promised that if elected they would " work hard . . . 
and do whatever they can for the students of Eastern.•• One of' those stud�nts appr?ved .s�id that he believes 
I guess that none of these energetic souls were elected senators should be active and voice opmions . 
othe�wise there would have been more students ·at the Tuesday night would have been a perfect time for this 
meetmg. young man to make his big debut at being active and opi-
In a story that appeared in Wednesday 's  News, Senate nion voicing. It also would have been 'a perfect time for 
Speaker Karen Kupsche.said that Glover was to report the the members of Eastern' s  student government to live up to 
results of the city council meeting concerning the "city liquor their campaign promises and to start _practicing what they 
ordinance to the Student Senate at their weekly meeting. preach . 
However, the News was told late Wednesday night that no 
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Your Turn 
Where was support? 
Editor: 
I can' t  begin to count the· times 
I 've heard fellow students complain 
about the actions being taken by the 
town' s  people concerning the city or­
dinance of allowing 1 8-20 year olds 
into the downtown bars . 
This concerns about 80 percent of 
Eastern' s  students and every one sits 
and complains but no one wants to 
do their part . . 
Jan . · 1 9, I attended the city council 
meeting and was very disappointed to 
see that out of approximately 50 peo- · 
pie present, only six to ten were 
Eastern st.udents . 
My point is, that if you people who 
enj oy going to the bars wish to main­
tain the privilege of going to them, 
you better start showing up to the 
council meetings and let yourselves be 
heard . Otherwise, you won't  be able 
to see the inside of a bar until you 
turn 2 1  if the ordinance is changed. 
If you don't  care about going to 
the bars to get away from everything, 
just continue doing what everyone is 
doing now ... nothing. If you do 
care, go to the next council meeting 
and tell the Charleston City Council 
and its town people how you feel . 
If this issue concerns you , do 
something about it . Attend the coun­
cil meetings . 
-Donald L. Jones 
Attend next meeting· 
Editor: 
On Tuesday, Jan. 19, the 
Charleston City Council met. The 
main item brought up by the parents 
in attendl!,nce was the underage drink­
ing in Charleston. I attended this 
meeting to express my views on this 
quote "problem." 
· 
Before going to this meeting, I con­
ferred with several Eastern students 
and found out that we all had the 
same feelings on the issue. We agreed 
that the liquor ordinance should not 
be changed. 
This law affects all 10 ,000 Eastern 
students.  With this in mind, I was 
totally surprised to find approximate- . 
ly 10 students against 1 40 parents . 
Sure, a lot of us didn't  have rides , 
but on Friday and Saturday nights we 
_are willing to walk up town to the 
bars. 
Why can' t  we get more attendance 
at the next meeting to fight for �hat 
we want .. If we just sit back and do 
nothing, we won't  have to worry 
about walking "up town" because we 
won't  even be able to get in . So let ' s  
try and get a great number of people 
in attendance at the next meeting to 
stand up for what we want- 1 8 ,  1 9 
and 20-year-olds allowed to get into 
the bars . 
Andy Mauschbaugh . ' 
Letters Policy 
Letters should be typewritten and 
not exceed 250 words. Letters longer 
than the 250-word limit will be cut 
with the write.r ' s  permission. Please 
try to hold letters within the 250-word 
limit before submittin!( your letter. 
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Spring sees· 
decrease 
in. residents 
by Sharon Bray 
• 
The number of occupants in Eastern 
residence halls has decreased from fall 
semester because of a drop in enroll­
ment, a campus housing official said / 
Tuesday. 
Housing Director Lou Hencken said 
residence hall ocGUpancy has dropped 
from about 4,400 to 4,200 students 
because of the predicted decrease in 
enrollment from 1 0,000 to 9,400 
students. 
Hencken said occupancy in the 
residence halls decreases every spring 
by about the same percentage as the 
decrease in enrollment. 
Last spring, occupancy in the 
residence halls dropped from 4,453 to 
4,250. 
A decrease in the number of students taking advantage of 
on-campus housing has left this room on the second floor of 
Lawson Hall with two empty beds.  Housing Director Lou 
Henken said , the number of students l ivir:ig in the residence 
halls this semester has decreased by 200. (News photo by 
Beth Lander) 
Besides the decrease in enrollment, 
Hencken said students who graduate, 
marry or move off' campus also con­
tribute to the lower occupancy. 
He added, however, that some 
students also move into the residence 
halls from fraternity and sorority 
houses , and a few new students move 
into the residence halls. Senators take steps on liquor ordin.ance 
"It  all balances out pretty well ,"  he 
said. by Crystal Schrof Senator Marc Bruninga said com-
At Wednesday's Student Senate munication has been maintained 
mee.ting, Senator Bob Erio circulated between Charleston city council 
petitions in favor of maintaining the members and some student senators. 
controversial Charleston liquor or- "I am sure that a resolution will be · 
dinance. attained either by enforcing the or-
The petitions favor keeping the cur- dinance or 'by some other means," 
rent ordinance which allows 1 8- ,  1 9- • Bruninga said. 
and 20-year-olds to enter Charleston Bruninga will attend the Charleston. 
bars. city council meetings to represent the 
Erio said it is important for students senate. . 
to have a say concerning this issue. · Bruninga said he keep the senate up-
"The petitions will be circulated dated on any discussion of the liqucir 
among students involved in frater- ordinance issue. 
nities, sororities and clubs," Erio said. In other business, the senate approv-
Senator Mike Liautaud reported to ed junior John Cole, junior Stan Haz­
the senate on Tuesday's city council zard and sophomore John Madder to 
meeting. fill open senate seats. 
"The meeting was basically talk, to Cole and Hazzard were approved to 
let out feelings toward the issue," fill vacant off-campus seats and Mod-
Liautaud said. der to fill a residence hall seat. -- .... ,. .... .. h -�-====�-.pp====�'� 
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In other discussion, Erio stressed the 
importance of student participation in 
the upcoming voter registration drive' 
for Coles County. 
Erio said it is important for students 
to be registered in Coles County so 
their opinions will be taken more 
seriously on issues such as tuition hikes 
and the liquor ordinance. 
Registration will take place from 9 
a.m. to noon and 1 -3 p.m. January 25-
27 in the Union Old Ballroom. 
The drive is for students who are not 
registered to vote and those registered 
outside of Coles County, Erio said. 
In his weekly report, to the senate, 
Tony Parascandola, administrative 
assistant for collective bargaining, said 
he will obtain additional information 
o.n teacher evaluations used at the 
University of Illinois. 
Assistant housing director Randy 
Johnson said the decrease helped 
reduce overcrowding in residence hall 
rooms. 
"Most rooms are designed for two 
people, but were accomodating three 
last semester. Now the rooms, have 
reverted back to two-person occupan­
cy, with some single occupancy, "  
Johnson said. 
_Watchforthe 
)ob Gulde· 
Thurs., Jan 28, in 
The Dally Eastern News 
Sidewalk Sale 
Friday and Saturday 
Jan. 22 and Jan. 23 
Levi Gloves Reg. $8.95 Now 4.99 
. . 
Levi Leather Wallet&' 
Buckle sets_Reg. $20 �ow $10.99 
Guys & Gals Sweaters -
1/2 Price! 
Guys & Gals Cord Bibs & Jeans 
Reg. to 30.00 Now $16.99. 
Other item1 reduced lor 
Sidewalk Sale/ 
I -- lll _p��,.-g;,�. ;,1_��-�-�� - pl!!l!�.� .... ------C-- ro __ s_s_C_ o_u __ n_ty __ � __ a_H_-_� __ a_tt __ o_o_n ____ ___. 
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.No· more loan defau ltJng : 
legal loopboleclosed u p  
by Laura Ziebell _ 
A legal loophole, which students 
may have used as a channel to default 
from mo.re than $5 million m 
guaranteed Joans, . is being plugged by 
new legislation. 
Illinois Attorney General Tyrone 
Fahner said the new law, which took 
affect Jan. 1 ,  plugs a loophole in 
· federal law that permits wage-earners 
to designate what limited percentage 
they will pay back on educational loans 
guaranteed by a governmental unit. 
Persons can designate their pay-back 
percentage. by filing in bankruptcy 
court under Chapter 13-the " wage­
earners ' s  plan" -that permits the per­
son filing tO designate what perc'entage 
of a debt he will pay back, , 
"We believe that thousands of peo­
ple have filed under Chapter 13 only to 
get out of student loans , "  Fahner said. 
"This is unfair to others who are pay­
ing back 100 percent . I t ' s  also a hard­
ship on persons· owing student loans 
who don't  have a job. " 
He said· under past federal law , an 
unemployed person' s  unpaid student 
loan cannot be forgiven or forgotten. 
However, a person with a job ,  filing 
under Chapter 1 3 ,  can forgive his debt 
by paying only a small percentage of 
the total sum. 
The new act provides that educa­
tional loans cannot be forgiven under 
Chapter 1 3  for two reasons. . 
The loans cannot be forgiven unless 
excepting such debt will impose an un­
due hardship on the debtor and the 
debtor' s  dependents or if a person im­
mediately files for bankruptcy. The 
person must wait five years before fil­
ing the Chapter 1 3  bankruptcy peti­
tion, under the new legislation. 
In the former case, the debtor must 
substantiate the undue hardship to a 
bankruptcy j udge . 
Don Ramsell, a spokesman from 
Fahner' s  office, said about 5 percent of 
all Illinois Guaranteed Loans are 
defaulted . 
" Illinois' legislation is already one 
of the more aggressive. programs so our 
past records of defaults are lower. than 
most other states , but this new act will 
make it even more aggressive and more 
successful , "  Ramself said. 
Ramsell added . thaf it will take six 
months to a year before the effec­
tiveness of the act can be seen. 
Illinois is the first state to pass 
legislation plugging the loophole . 
. Although Eastern' s  financial aid 
department does not actively par­
ticipate in collecting such defaulted 
loans , there are currently more than 
360 Eastern students listed who have 
. defaulted on their loans. 
Lost tax form held 
as ransom for food 
Eastern receives a list of names from 
the I llinois Guaranteed Loan Program 
(IGLP) yearly, although the names 
may date back .to 1 966, when the IGLP 
first was developed. 
John Flynn, assistant director of 
· financial aids, said Wednesday, " Once 
a student defaults on a loan, for 
whatever reason, he or she is put on the 
list. Even if the default is cleared, the 
student' s  name remains on the list . 
"This is done so we can be alerted if 
a student with a defaulted loan 
bac;kground comes to Eastern for 
financial assistance. We realize that 
.each student' s  financial background 
and needs differ and with this informa­
tion we can · counsel the students in­
dividually , "  Flynn said. 
Eastern Financial Aids Office 
Manager Betty Thomason said Easterri 
is · not involved at all in the process of 
collecting Illinois Guaranteed Loans. 
"We receive a listing of students 
who have defaulted loans , but we do 
not know if they have dropped out ,  
transferred or  graduated, "  Thomason 
said . " I f  by chance a student 'Yith a 
defaulted loan is currently enrolled 
here� which is rare, we · are to 
automatically .cut off any financial aid 
they may be receiving. ' '  
· 
During the 1 980-8 1 academic year, 
about 4,020 Eastern students received 
loans totaling $8, 590,000, Flynn. said.  
Eastern has given out 9, 1 48 loans total­
ing $2 1 ,254,000 since 1 966. 
Crazy 
p·nces -
at . 
Super Sav 
Warehouse Foods 
2% Mi·lk 
$ 1  s g  gal. , 
- Lipton 's 
Cup-a-Soup-
49¢ . 
4 Rolls 
Bath ·Tissue 
MOLINE (AP)-A woman found a 
completed Illinois income tax form 
that had been lost and tried to use it as 49¢ 
ransom for food, police said . 
Doug Pauley, 29, of rural Moline 
lost his completed form while working 
on a car in Rock Island, police said . On · 
Tuesday afternoon,  his mother, Marie, 
told police she received a telephone call 
from a woman who said she had found 
it. 
"The woman who gave her first 
naine and telephone number said, 
'What ' s  it worth to you? " '  said Mrs. 
Pauley . ' 'Then she said it had to be 
food, food stamps or cash . "  
Mrs. Pauley said her son could fill  
out another form. 
• 
More In Store . 
Specials 
Super Sav 
Downtown 
Have one! 
Recently students have been . handing out leaflets for the art sale taking place 
at the Fine Arts Center . Here , Dan Connors interests Laura Boudreau in one of 
his handoats . (News Photo by Brian Ormiston ) .  
For generations, the Sunday meal has been a time for families . 
to
. 
gather for good times and great fo()d. Now, your Charleston 
P1zz.a Hut® resta�rant offers you tha t family-size Sunday meal 
for 1ust $9. 98! It includes a large, three-topping pizza. a trip • 
to the. �a/ad bar for each person * and pitcher of soft drink. 
All for 1ust $9. 98! So, bring the whole ll..-_ _ _ ,.. 
family any Sunday between 1 1  :30 am f lnL"l � �.1-. and midnigh t. You 'll get a great meal. VJ"  � 
a great d;a/ and we 'll do the dishes! n1� 
Offer good on dine-in orders only through Feb , 28. 1982. 
I:�� Not good in coniunction with any other offer. . ut · • For up to 5 people • 
c 1982 Pizza H u t  Inc 
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Ex-hostage marries, enters U of I, gets on with life 
CHAMPAIGN (AP)-Former hostage 
Paul Lewis accomplished a lot in his first 
year of freedom. He left-the Marines, got a 
job, married his high school sweetheart and 
entered college. 
Captivity didn't change any of his plans, it 
j ust delayed them 444 days. 
Lewis was lucky-the 1 4-month ordeal as � a prisoner of Iranian radicals left him witl;l 
no physical or mental scars . 
"It seems more like a bad dream now," · said Lewis. "The time we spent in Iran seems 
like it was years ago." 
More vivid in his memory is the emotional 
homecoming, during which Ameriqns 
welcomed back their 52 countrymen. 
· 
"I suppose it's my mind's self­
defense-put the bad things out and 
remember the good,'' said Lewis. 
After a huge parade and celebration in the 
streets of his hometown of Homer, Lewis 
took a couple of months to relax and visit 
with friends and relatives. 
Then, he picked up where he left off. 
He had risen to the rank of sergeant, and 
had reported to the U.S. embassy in Tehran 
as a guard the day before the compound was 
ta}l:en over by an angry mob of Iranians. 
Last year, with five years and three mon­
ths of service behind him, Lewis left the 
Marines. 
"I always intended to get out. I didn't in­
tend to stay. in quite as long as I did." 
His military crewcut has given way to 
stylishly long hair, and he has traded his 
crisply starched Marine uniform for casual 
c.ampus clothing._ 
'Coach ' Reagan begins 2nd season 
WASHINGTON (AP)-President Reagan 
gathered the hierarchy of his administration 
on Wednesday to toast his first anniversary 
in office and remind one and all that "you're 
here to drain the swamp" of big govern­
ment. · 
The occasion, replete with marching band 
and cheers for virtually all the Cabinet and 
White House stars, bore the style and 
euphoria of a Super Bowl victory party. But 
Reagan reminded the 1 ,500 celebrants that 
"any coach worth his salt'knows that it's not 
the season that just ended that counts; it's 
the season that's just beginning. 
"As a team, we are about to launch .our 
second season, and it's going to be a tough 
one ... Today, and throughout the year 
ahead, only our best will be good enough." 
"But that is why you're here and I'm here; 
to cut back on waste and mismanagement to 
eliminate unnecessary' restrictive regulation that make it harder for the American 
economy to compete and harder for 
American workers to find jobs; to drain the 
swamp of over-taxation, over-regulation and 
runaway inflation that has dangerously 
eroded our free way of life.'' 
Chief of staff James A. Baker III  said the 
team's first-season record was the best of 
any since Franklin D. Roosevelt. . 
Former I ranian hostage Paul Lewis addresses the crowd that turned 
out to see him in h is hometown of Homer, I l l inois on ' Paul Lewis Day' . 
Lewis now attends the U niversity of I l l inois in Champaign . (News f i le 
photo) 
Coach Eddy 's  
City Hair Works 
. Precision Hair Styling for 
Men & Women 
-tr Design Hair Styling 
-tr French Braiding & other hair accents 
.-tr Guaranteed Satisfaction 
· 
-The City Hair  Works . . .  Works! -
1404 Broadway-Mattoon 
Phone: 235-3012 
Looki ng for ATTENDING SKILLS? EFFECTIVE HELPING? Need 
BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS? W e ' re extending the SALE on these 
(& the i l lusive FOODS , CONTI N U E MOS , LI FE SCIENCE & FRANC­
PARIER- -when they return ! )  BUT you have TODAY ONLY to save .asci: 
on Meigs WOR KING PAPERS, $1 .1 0 on PHYS. GEOGRAPHY,  $1 .65 on 
that expensive ACCT . STAN DARDS (& 1 0 %  on everything else) at 
TH E LINCOLN BOOK SHOP 
Sixth & Buchanan 
" O ne Block North of Old Mai n "  
AND YES! We fou.nd FU NW A Y & Mager (DI BS? PLAY THERAPY? 
MYTHOLOGY?) (so keep on- asking !)  & where else can you find 
EUROPE , USA, THE EAST (in maps) for 1 2¢ (or less) among our other 
. goodies? REMEMBER! The books keep coming & NEXT WEEK (Jan 
25 through 30th) CHEER YOURSELF UP (as you "check in " with an 
' 82 CALENDAR (ther are Green Tigers left ! )  HALF-PRICE 
"where the books are" DAILY 9-5, Saturdays 1 D-4 . 
(EMMALINE LETIERS open house 3-5  this Sunday only) 345-6070 
Now COAC H  EDDY'S is a Silver Tann ing Center . Using the 
"Silver System "  is a conven ient and safe way to a beautiful  
tan . At the Si lver Tanning Center you l ie down . The Subtle 
warmth of our U V-A Lights , you ' l l  have a beautiful tan , 
without fear of sunburn . Th e results are . dram§ltic and you 
wi l l  see the difference after the first-vrsit .  . 
Come i n  or cal l  for OJ!l low introductory v is i t  price 
Located one block north of O ld Mai n 348-8281 
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No exams, just fun • • • . 
· Reincarnation, color study, a.erobics classes offered 
by Jan Genis _ _  edlrom April 7 thrqugh May 5 .  
Non-credit courses !:Overing. ·such Another course offered this spring 
unusual subjects ·as �xploring and will explore the influence of color in 
u nderstanding rein.carnation and human surroundings.  Discussions will 
understanding the influence of color include the spectrum and rainbow and 
will be offered by Eastern' s  Office of the use of color involved in meditation. 
Public Service and Development this The class begins in March . 
semester . · Other classes being offered by PS&D 
The courses, which are open to com- this semester · include: bread making, 
munity residents and students, are adult piano, aerobics , jazz-n-exercise, 
available to people who are interested beginni�g piano and string skills . 
in these subjects, but have a. full Gourmet Cooking Series-Breads 
schedule or jusf do not want to take teaches students how to prepare a 
them on credit terms, PS&D Assistant variety . of breads,  from the basic 
Director Michael Dyer said recently. biscuit to yeast breads.  Students will 
"The program provides a personal also be able to taste their finished pro-
. enriChment for each individual . Fdr in- ducts . Class begins in February. 
stance, if one is interested in playing The adult ·piano class is designed for 
the piano, he or she wouldn' t  have to adults who want to play the piano and 
go through the trouble of trying to get have not had any piano experience. 
into a course or standing in drop-add The class is conducted in groups, not 
lines all day, " Dyer said . by private lessons, and begins Jan. 25 . 
One class offered by PS&D will Another piano class is available to 
cover the theory of reincarnation, age people of all ages , who want to learn to 
regression, and death-bed experiences . play or to improve current skills . 
An experience in meditation will be in- Private and group lessons are 
eluded in each session . " Mysteries of available . 
Life After Death" classes are schedul- Another music class for stringed in-
CAA to decide 
class changes 
b y  Mary Holland 
struments is also offered for grade 
school students . The course provides 
beginning instructipn in violin ,  viola, 
cello, and bass for students in fourth 
through eighth grade. 
Some instruments for the course are 
available to students free, while others 
may be rented for a small monthly fee . 
Classes begin Jan. 1 4 .  
A n  aerobic dance class ,  a n  exercise 
program of choreographical routines 
of continuous rhythmic activity, is also 
offered . 
The course combines j ogging, dance 
steps and various other exercises , 
· which are designed to help improve 
coordination, flexibility, balance, agili­
ty, and the cardiovascular system . 
Each of the three sessions lasts about 
a month, starting in January and conti­
nuing through March: 
Another exercise course combines 
dancing and exercise to · improve 
physical fitness .  Sessions· in the Jazz-N­
. Exercise course begin . in January and 
continue through March . 
Continuing classes from previous 
programs are also available . 
ATTENTION: The Council on Academic Affairs 
will vote Thursday on a stipulation 
which would require all art maj ors to 
take an art. history course at or above 
the 3000 level . 
CAA chairperson Sharon Bartling 
said the art department will also ask 
the CAA to reduce Art 260 1 ,  " History 
of Art I" and 2602, " History of Art 
II" from four to three credit hours . 
In addition, the CAA will hear a 
report by a subcommittee which 
reviewed Eastern' s  undergraduate pro­
grams . 
Anyone i nterested in 
tryi ng out for the 
racquetba l l  c l ub ­
Meet at 7 p . m . ,  
TONIGHT i n  Room 
260, Vars ity Lounge,­
Lantz B l:J i l d i ng .  
The CAA will meet at 2 p . m .  
Thursday i n  the Union addition Arcola 
Tuscola Room. 
RHA me�ts to plan 
Illinois conference 
b y  Denise Skowron 
The Residence Hall Association will 
focus its attention on the · I llinois 
Residence Hall Association conference 
when it meets Thursday . 
The annual IRHA conference, to be 
hosted by Eastern this year, will be 
discussed by RHA in further detail .  
RHA members will plan activities for 
the guests attending the conference 
from other colleges.  
IRHA President Val Averill said an 
invitation to the conference, which is 
set for late February, has been extend­
ed to schools outside Illinois.  
"The state conference president and 
conference chairman of Michigan, In­
diana and Wisconsin have also been in­
vited so that they can see how to run a 
· · state conference, ' '  she said . 
RHA President Mary Tracey said 
the National Residence Hall Honorary 
will also be making its report concern­
ing what activities it has planned for 
. the residence halls this semester . 
Tracey said the NRHH sells snacks, 
such as cookies and caramel apples, in 
the halls every semester . 
The RHA will meet at 4:30 p . m .  
Thursday i n  the Thomas Hall . base­
ment . 
SELL THOSE ITEMS 
YOU DON'T NEED 
IN THE 
CLASSIFIEDS 
ST ARTS FRIDAY! 
r•E· · ·5· · :·2· · ·0· · · · · · ·Aoui.i:S-! 
l• t . $1.50.l · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 7:30 & 9:
20 
Dyer said the enrollment in the 
courses thus far has been very good . 
The aerobic and jazz-n-exercise classes 
are almost full, he added . 
Anybody interested in taking a class 
should contact the instructor of that 
course . A fee is also charged , depen­
ding on the course. 
Registration· deadline for these 
classes is the first night of the class.  No 
fees will be refunded after the second 
class meeting . 
Persons interested in signing up for 
any classes should contact the Office of 
Public Service and Development . 
RENT A JALOPY 
Grimes Motor Sales, I nc.  
1 1 th & Mod1son C ho i  lesion l l  3 4 5 -4 4 5 5  • 
Dollar 
Days 
Downtown 
, _  
� P.rice 
·Winter Jackets 
·Dress Shi rts 
Sport Shi rts 
-Sweaters 
-F lannel Sh i rts 
·Western Shi rts 
Co.rds 
� Price 
SHAFER'S 
Downtown 
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IBHE okays master ' s option in  Home Ee 
by Linda Fraembs 
A master's degree option in dietetics, 
approved in November by the Illinois 
Board of .Higher Education, now gives 
home economics graduates an alter­
native to serving an internship to attain 
their degree. 
• Ruth Dow of the home economics 
department said the 'new degree in­
cludes the 1 ,000 clock hours of clinical 
experience necessary to meet re­
quirements for writing the dietetics 
registration exam . 
The clock-hours requirement for the 
exam may also be fulfilled by serving 
an internship after graduating with a 
bachelor's degree or by gaining three 
years of dietetics experience with a 
bachelor's degree, she added. 
Dow said Eastern currently has an 
arrangement with Sarah Bush Lincoln 
Health Center to provide most clinical 
experience. 
Project Recycle 
has financial, 
space troubles 
by Mike N olan 
·Eastern's recycling program is en­
countering several problems this 
semester. 
Tony Parascandola, administrative 
assistant for coll�ctive bargaining and 
director of Project Recycle, ·said about 
one and a .half tons of paper is stored in 
his garage and needs to be moved. 
"My landlord has rented out the 
garage and told me to move the paper, 
but I don't have any idea where to · 
move it," he said. 
In addition ,  the price for recyclable 
paper is going down. 
"The major portion is at Sarah 
Bush, but we also have arrangements 
with other programs, such.as the senior 
citizens Peace Meal program in 
Charleston,'' �he added. 
While students are working at the 
health center, Dow said, they are often 
in frequent contact with patients 
because they may help make nutri­
tional assessments. 
Dow said three home economics 
. graduates completed their clock hours 
with Sarah Bush during a pilot dietetics 
program before the master's degree 
was approved. 
The first new master's - degree was 
conferred upon a home economics ma-
jor in December. · 
She · said reactions· from both 
students and Sarah Bush staff were 
"very positive." 
'·' We expect two or three more to 
graduate in May," she said, adding 
that the · new program will only ac­
comodate a few students each year. . 
Dow said new graduate nutrition 
courses have recently been added to the 
curriculum and an individualized sh,1dy 
plan in nutrition is available within the 
present · master's degree in home 
economics. . 
To establish eligibility for the 
registration exam, students seeking 
such a degree may arrange their own 
1 ,000 hours of clinical experience, she 
said. 
Tell ·the world 
Send your notices 
to the News office 
o r  call  5 8 1 -2 8 1 2 .  
U.B & You 
I n  ' 82' 
. Recruitment Week 
Need a 
desk? 
Big and sturdy; goes 
into three pieces for 
easy transport, Plenty 
of room for book 
s torage . 
o.nly 1 9.95 
9 
'tNISHED West Si de . of Square 
N INISHED 
Parascandola said the paper has 
been sold in the p�st to Four Seasons 
Insulation of Charleston which only 
gave Project Recycle $ 1 5  a �on. 
"The last load we sold to them we University Board is a student programming organ ization that 
20.L onlv $ 1  for.:  his bas �lso. hur:..,t u�s�·-" ...... iilioo•=· ...t .. ....;;� � 1A1nrl.r c  t .n  hri n n  tho hoct nf � I I  · g n.tQrt� i n m Aot t f'\  J:=�.stArn ' �,�=-;;-==I == ·= =-....;;=== 
he �����candola said the paper sold for ;f�d;nt�� E:�;� S�;e;;;·w;· lo�k f�;·-;t�d·�,�t�· to l� i n theU � B� 
about $30 a ton last year. team . We want you to join us ! Un iversity Board has unl im ited 
Parascandola said he is considering potential for you to explore . U . 8 . & .You in ' 8 2  - It 's a Winning calling Four Seasons in order to sell the 
Combz·natz·on.' 
· 
paper in his garage. 
He explained that Four Seasons uses 
the paper "for a type of insulation that 
is air-blown in between walls by chopp­
ing it up and trea(ing it somehow.'' 
Money collected by Project Recycle 
is used to build new bins and buy twine 
. to bundle the paper, he added. 
" I  am hoping -another bin can be 
placed behind the library since they go 
through a great deal of paper, "  
Parascandola said . · · · 
Parascaridola also said lie needs help 
collecting and bundling newspapers . .  
"The bins are filling up faster than I 
had expected and it is impossible to 
keep up with the rush," he said. 
Parascandola and Student Senator 
·R.W. Monroe are currently the only 
two persons involved directly with the 
operation. 
Professor to lecture 
on Arab world unity 
The unity of the Arab world will be 
discussed by an Eastern history pro­
f essor in a lecture Thursday. 
Herb Lasky of the history depart­
ment will speak at 7:30 p.m. Thursday 
in the Union . addition Charleston­
Mattoon Room, Vince Smith of the 
Society for . the Advancement of 
History said Tuesday. 
The lecture, which is sponsored by 
the group, is free. 
TON IGHT 
Recruitment 
Meeting 
7 p.m.  Rathskel ler 
· lor all those who have signed up or 
are interested in U. B. - BE TH ERE !  
We Need the Best to Be the Best-. Join University Board -
·1111�.?.K��2:�:: " _ CHA .. Ll8TON, ILLINOIS 
1 0  Thursday, January 2 1 , 1 982 The Dally Eastern Ne.ws 
· Dressing __ � _from page 1 Hicklnan ______ from page 1 
said. 
In many cases, frostbite can be 
treated by a doctor with cool1ng . · 
medication. Frostbitten skin musf be 
kept clean because it can be easiiy in­
fected, Heath said. -
Skin which has been exposed to cold 
should be warmed gradually at room 
temperature or by applying warm 
water, he said.  If the skin changes col­
or or feels numb a doctor should be 
consulted . 
Students, especially runners , should 
also be careful when exercising in the 
cold outdoors .  
· 
" Cold air can reduce the blood cir­
culation because the air causes spasms 
of the small vessels-and the circulation 
is not as good as normal , "  Heath said.  
Because runners inhale a lot of cold 
air at once, their lungs are also subject 
to frostbite . Heath said he recom­
mends that runners wear a scarf over 
their faces to shield them from the 
cold . 
Heath said the Health Service has 
not yet encountered any cases of 
frostbite, but he added that one stu­
dent painfully discovered ti).e hardships 
of winter recently when she slipped on 
th.e ice . 
concerning th� bars . "  
Hickman said he was against " mass 
raids" of the bars, and has told 
Johnson he is against them. 
"Mass raids don't  , accomplish 
anything, "  Hickman . said . "It ' s  a 
waste of manpower . ' '  
Hickman said although he will not 
recommend any police crackdown in 
the bars , he did plan to meet with the 
bar owners to " reaffirm" to them his 
stand on strict enforcement of the legal 
drinking age. 
Hickman added that there is no 
" major problem" with underage 
drinking in the bars . 
" Charleston is not a fantasy world 
where everything is peaches and 
cream, "  Hickman said.  " We may have 
a small problem here, but it is not a 
maj or problem . "  
Hickman added that h e  thought the 
maj ority of residents voicing com­
plaints at Tuesday's  council meeting 
were upset parents. 
"We can't  be babysitters when it 
. comes. to their kids , "  Hjckm<!-n said. 
job , "  Hickman said.  " I ' ve gotten 
pressure to allow Sunday liquor sales 
and liquor sales in grocery stores . I 
didn' t  yield to that pressure, and I 
won't  yeild to any others . "  
Liq uor _______ ___;from page 1 
The maj ority of public response at 
that time was to leave the ordinance in­
tact , Hickman added. 
Jane Dawson, Bob Gilbertson, Julie 
Sullivan (an Eastern student) , Russell 
Reddicks and Strader . 
Hickman said in addition to parents ,  • 
any problem that did exist was the 
responsibility of the bar owners , city, 
and people who are of age and buy 
drinks for minors . 
Strader said the voluntary commis­
sion had no salary and no length. of ap­
pointed term. 
The members in 1 979 were residents 
· City Clerk Patsy Loew said Sullivan 
has since graduated and is no longer 
considered a member of the liquor 
commission . 
Quincy c h i ld beat ing death case closes 
QUINCY (AP)-A 27-year-old com­
puter programmer convicted of in­
voluntary manslaughter in the beating 
death of a 5-year-old Quincy boy was 
sentenced Wednesday to 10 years in 
prison and fined $ 1 0,000 . 
· 
After receiving the maximum 
sentence, James Crain was slapped into 
handcuffs and rearrested for welfare 
fraud as he left Adams County Circuit 
Court Judge Edward Dittmeyer' s  cour­
troom . 
Hickman said he would not yield to 
any possible pressure concerning the 
issue from bar owners . 
" I  don't think they (the bar owners) 
would try to pressure me, "  Hkkman 
said . " They are businessmen and have 
an interest here , of course, but they· 
have always tried to work with me as 
far as any problems go.  
"We don't have any massage parlors 
in town.  That ' s  not an excuse, but I ' ve 
kept this city clean and done my best 
ENDS TONIGHT! 
THE FUNNIEST 
SUPER HERO 
OF THEM ALL! 
SUPER fUZZ.lrQ] 
AVCO EMBASSY -
. PICTURES RELEASE 
itE . . 5·:2o . . Aoui.:rs·1 1 :os 
:. . . . .!. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . .  $.�.·.�9..: 9:  0 0 
••••••••••••••••••••• •• •• • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••• 
lnterfratemity Council would like · 
to invite all men to attend the 
- . 
Fourth EVening of Open Houses . 
. 
7 p.m. Si�a �i · - - - 956 Sixth 345-9523 
8 p.m. Delta Chi 
848 Sixth 345-9053 
9 p.m. Delta Sigma Phi 
1705 Ninth 345-9884 . ., 
� A I ,. i°,. "f...._""f f I , f I f t t t f • f 
�x 
· '  
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The new Charleston Video Arcade on Lincoln Ave . was fi l led yesterday
-
with 
customers trying thei r ·  hand at the latest in  video games . ( N ews photo by 
Lawrence McGown) 
Commerce adds variety to city 
by Arlen Miller� 
A convenience food store, a bar, and 
a video game arcade a're among the 
new businesse·s which have recently ar­
rived in Charleston. 
The Charleston · Video Arcade and 
White Hen Pantry are already open to 
the public and The Uptowner, a new 
bar, is slated to open at the end of the 
month . 
Even though The Charleston Video 
Arcade has been open since Dec . 1 9, it 
will have its grand opening Saturday, 
manager Duane Swearingen said.  
He added the arcade features all of 
the top video games . 
All of the games take tokens which 
rnay be puchased at the arcade, Swear­
ingen said . As a grand· opening special 
Saturday, customers will be able to 
purchase eight tokens for $ 1 .  
The arcade will be open from 1 p . Jll . 
to midnight Sunday, 1 0  a . m .  to mid­
night Monday through Thursday, and 
10 a.m.  to ·1 a . m .  or later Friday and 
Saturday . 
White Hen decided to open in 
Charleston because there was an op­
portunity to build in a new area, said 
Jeff Richards ,  Central Illinois Opera-
tions Manager for White Hen Pantry. 
White Hen is not simply a conve­
nience store, according to Richards.  
"Our main forte is perishables , "  
which include deli style sandwiches , 
Richards said . 
White Hen is located at 200 Lincoln 
Ave . ,  across from. Morton Park , and is 
open 24 hours a day . 
The Uptowner and The Cellar will be 
two bars in one when it opens at the 
end of the month . 
The Uptowner will offer a social at­
mosphere, while The Cellar will be 
quieter-the kind of place you might 
take a date, Manager Mike Knoop ex­
plained . 
Along with video games , The Up­
towner will feature small unamplified 
bands for entertainment , Knoop said, 
adding there will be no pool . tables or 
foosball tables due to lack of space .  
The main attraction of The Cellar 
will be a wine bar , which Knoop called 
" the up-and-coming-thiag. "  
The Uptowner and The Cellar will be 
open from 2 p . m .  to 1 a . m .  The bar is 
located at 623 Monroe St . ,  on the 
square . 
Woodworks by 1�1\L� · 
The beauty _of real wood with elegantly styled 
uppers make up toda:Y's Woodworks by 
Thom McAn. A shoe designed for 
today's fashions. 
Regular $26 . 99 
Weekend Dollar Days 
Special $ 1 6.88 
M:�eShoes 
South Side of Square 
M astercard and Visa Accepted 
.TERAY ' S  
HAIRSTYLING -
Look good on your night on the town 
with a style from Terry 
-For your appointment Cali: 
345-6325 
1h blk. ,  North of the square on 7th St.' 
COME OUT OF 
TH E COLD! · 
Have a cup 
of HOT Cocoa 
· on S.A.M. 
Membersh i p  Drive 
Un ion Wal kvyay 
Jan . 1 9-22 
• •  
Dinner 
For 4 
Save 
$1 .29 
Fast, Free 
Del ivery 
348-1 626 
6 1 1 7 th Stree.t 
Charlestorr 
235-71 04  
200 1 Lake Land Blvd. 
Mattoon 
• 
II 
Hours: 
4:30 - 1 :OOam Mon. & Tues. 
N oon · 1 :OOam Wed. , Th urs., Sun. 
N oon · 2:00am Fri. & Sat. 
We reserve the right 
to l imit our del ivery area. 
Our  d rivers carry less 
than $ 1 0.00. 
<!:> 1 98 1  Domino's Plzza. I nc. 
• 
r-•·-······---�---·-···-, 
I o· $ 1 .29 off a n y  1 6" 1 item I I Inner o r  more pizza pl us 4 freel 
I f 4 cups of Pepsi ! I I Or One coupon per pizza I 
I Save Expires: s13 1 1s2 I 
I $1 29 .Fast, Free Delivery I I • 6 1 1 7 th Street I 
I Cparleston - I 
I Ill Phone: 348·1 626 I I • . ..;:.. ·:.. 200 1 Lake Land Blvd. ·1 .,. I · Mattoon I I . Phone: 235·71 04  I I · · 1 1 1 sa 1 2901 I 
. L Tax included in price. · I . · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·- -.. 
1 1 
Thursday's Classified clds. 
t 2 January 2 t , t 982 The Dally Eastern News 
Please report classif ied errors immediately at 5 8 1  · 2 8 1  2 .  A correct ad 
wi l l  appear 1 n  the next edit ion . Unless notified , we cannot be responsible 
for an i n correct ad after its f irst in sertion . 
Services Offered Rides/Riders 
I ' l l  type for you .  $ 1 .00 a Riders needed this weekend 
page. Call Sandy 345-9"39 7 .  . t o  Morris area o r  along R t .  4 7 .  
----�---� _do Call 345-3035 .  
Gossetts Foreign Car Repair, ________ 1 /2 1 
Wrecker & Parts Service, junk 
yard. 345-6638. Call anytime. 
_________oo 
FAST . RESUME SERVICE .  
Seniors: your resume attracts 
more • interest when printed. 
Let us help make your resume 
look professional. Low, low 
price. Wide selection of paper. 
Rardin Graphics, 6 1 7 1 8th St. 
________5/7 
Relaxers , curly perms , 
waves and cuts . Licensed 
operator. "Chili B . "  348-0730 
after 5. 
________ 1 /22 
Private tutoring most grade 
school subjects, H .S. English 
and college English . Tutor has 
M.A.  and teacher certificate. 
Ca11 348- 1 362.  
------'---1 /22 
Help Wanted 
B a b y s i t t e r  e i t tre r / o r  
Wednesdays approximately 
1 0: 00 am to 2 : 00 pm or 
Thursdays approximately 9 :00 
to 2 : 00 pm. Call 345-6663. 
________1 /22 
Earn While You Learn. Sell 
Avon products part time, 
cosmetics , jewelry , daily 
needs. Call 345-4 1 69 after 5 
pm. 
________ 2/ 1 1 
Wanted 
Bass Guitar player for the 
Don Hite Show. Call 349-
8437,  349-8445 after 6 : 00 
p .m.  or 234-6 1 44 .  
________ 1 /25 . 
Rides/Riders 
One girl rieeds ride to and 
from Macomb ,  IL January 22 
and 24.  Will help pay .for gas. 
Call Barb 3637 . 
________ 1 /2 1  
Roommates 
Wanted: Male roommate for 
spring semester. Call 345-
9785 or 345-3996.  
________ 1 /22 
Roommate needed - neat -
Youngstown Apts. Jan , May 
rent paid . Jim 348- 1 430. 
-------,..--- 1 /22 
Housemate needed across 
from Lantz. -Own room. $75.  
No lease. 345-37 1 7 .  
__ _.. __ -,--__ 1 /22 
Wanted: 1 male roommate 
Youngstowne Apt. Low rent. 
1 -465-48 1 6 . 
________ 1 /22 
One male subleaser needed . 
Furnished & independent 
house. $60 per month . 1 06 
1 0th St. Call 345-943 1 or 
5 8 1 -5759. 
________ 1 /22 
Male subleaser needed , 
$ 1 20/month , furn i s h e d . 
Water, garbage, cable and first 
months rent paid. Pierce and 
Second Street. Call 581 -2968 
or 348-8368. 
------.�-:-':1 / 2 1  Attention: 1 girl needs ride to 
Western. Jan 22-24.  Gas $$.  
Call Ann 345-3475.  
________ 1 /22 
For Rent 
Rent a mini-storage as low as 
$ 1 5 . 00 per month . Phone 
345- 77 46, West Rte 1 6 . 
_________oo 
One bedroom house one 
mile west of Charleston . $ 1 65 
month . Two bedroom house in  
Charleston. $225 per  month . 
Lease, depasit. 348-0786. 
--------.--00 
House for rent. 1 or 2 
bedrooms. 344 B Street. 
$2 1 0 . 00.  Call 348-8 1 46 .  
_________oo. 
For Rent 
Needed : O n e  female 
subleaser for spring semester. 
Large house, close to campus. 
$70/monthly. Call 348-8797.  
________1 /22 
· Need one gir l  to sublease 
apartment for spring semester. 
$ 1 1 .5 per month . Two months . 
free rent. Call 345-2648. 
�-------1 /2 7  
2 bedroom furnished apart­
ment at 1 4th and Jackson, 
$200, low utilities . Call 345-
7 1 7 1 . 
_________ oo 
Furnished apartment for 
man . Two bedroom home, un­
furnished; garage. 345-4846. 
________1 /22 
One or two males needed to 
sublease a targe apartment 
near campus. Fully furnished 
and carpeted. Low utilities. 
January rent paid. $95 a mon­
th. 345-5347 .  
________ 1 /22 
Female roommate needed. 
Y o u n g s t o w n  a p a rt m e n t .  
Available immediately. Call 1 -
465-2435 or 345-4286. 
________1 /29 
One male must sublease 
nice apartment. Very cheap! 
For information ,  call 58 1 -
5 1 42 .  
________ 1 /22 
Nice one-bedroom apart­
ment suitable for single person 
or married couple , trash pickup 
and off-street parking provid­
ed , one mile from EIU,  
available immediately, no pets. 
$ 1 60 a month . 345-7286. 
________1 /22 
$225 . 00 per month . Two 
bedroo m ,  carpete d ,  i n  
Charleston.  Security depasit. 
Call Jeff at 345-4824 .  
________1 /22 
1 or  2 persons needed for 
Spring subleasing. Comfor­
table, furnished, modern apart­
ment. Good location. $ 1 05 a 
month , water i n c l u d e d . 
Available right away! Call 345-
2867 . 
_________ 1 /25 
Dorm refrigerator for rent 
spring semester. Call 345-
4876 for information .  
1 /27 
For Rent 
Two-bedroom furnished or 
u nf u r n i s h e d  a p a rt m e n t ,  
available for spring tw o  per­
sons on year lease. Phone 
345-7746.  
For Sale 
Carpet your room with a rem­
nant from Carlyle Interiors 
Unlimited. Located 2 miles 
west of Charleston on Rte. 1 6 . 
Open 8-6 Monday through 
Saturday. Phone 345-7746. 
----.,..----,.,...-...,-00 
Used furniture at affordable 
prices. Couches - Lamps -
Tables - End tables - Beds -
Hidabeds; Much More! Ed· 
Walker Furniture , 904 1 7th 
St. , 345-5506; 345-9595. 
--..--.-----,----:-:-00 
Cizek 2-way speakers, High 
Fidelity at a Low Price; 
$ 1 00 . 00 - 348-0495. 
---------,-1 /22 
JVC TAPE DECK $225. 
SANYO dorm-size refrigerator 
$90. Both in excellent condi­
tion. Call Mike 348:8229.  
________1 /23 
Centrex one companent 
stereo. $ 1 00. 348-8334 . 
---..,,---.:-- --::c--1 /21 
AKC Old English Sheepdog 
puppies. Six weeks old. Eff­
ingham . 1 -347-58 1 2 .  
----....,...-- ---,-· 1 /22 Ladies small ski jacket worn 
for one season only. Excellent 
condition - call Kathy, 3464. 
________1 /22 
For Sal e :  Four  Ozzy 
Osbourne tickets, at Assembly 
Hall , Jan . 2 6 ,  1 98 2 .  Call for in­
fo . 2664. 
________ 1 /2 5  
25" R C A  Color console TV. 
Lost and Fou nd 
LOST: A Wilson Tempest 
racquetball  racquet near 
Lawson Hall early Saturday 
morning. Reward! Please call 
581 -3837 . 
________ 1 /2 1  
FOUND: Small white , tan and 
black cat wearing red collar 
found near Village Apartments 
over weekend.  To identify and 
claim,  call 348-08 1 9 .  Ask for 
Paul or Doug. 
________ 1 /22 
LOST: Ladies gold watch 
with brown face. REWARD .  
Finder please call S u e  348-
8964. 
________ 1 /22 
LOST: 6 month old puppy. 
Part husky, part black lab. Col­
or - solid black. He is wearing a 
brown choker collar. He was 
lost on Saturday Jan 1 6  on 7th 
St'. near Thomas Hal l .  Reward 
offered, 581 -3079.  
________ 1 /25 
FOUND: Set of keys outside 
Mother's on Dec 1 7 . To claim 
call 348-8964 . 
----'------1 /22 
MINDY L. CORNELL - Pick 
up your student l . D .  at the Daily 
Eastern News Office . 
----'------1 /25 
FOUND: Scott Meyr: Pick up 
your Eastern l . D .  at the Eastern 
News Office. 
________ 1 /25 
An nou ncements 
Copy-X, Fastprint Copy 
Center for all  your printing 
needs. 345-63 1 3 .  
_______ cT, R-OOa 
KEEP ABORTION SAFE 
AND LEGAL - Join NARAL. 
Free referrals 345-9285. 
_________oo Works great. $ 1 50.  Call 345-
9485. Looking for a job? complete 
____ __ 1 /28 . resume service at Copy-X. 
345-63 1 3 : 
Lost and Fou nd 
LOST: Pair o f  glasses in a 
light blue case in Polk Street 
area. Call 345-7938 if found. 
________ 1 /22 
_________oo 
TOKEN's Check Cashing 
Service - Open evenings and 
weekends for your conve­
nience. Reduced registration 
for a limited time. 
________ 1 /29 . 
Th d. ' ACROSS urs a y § 1 Cheerful tune 
51 -- a  minute 
52 Time spans 
53 Exchange 
7 Norway's 
patron saint 
De · . · 5 Excise parts of . 1gest .. ,:§[:r 54 Passbook holder 55 Caesura 58 Collapse, with 
" in" 
8 Remorseful 
ones 
9 Proust 
character 
10 Boleyn 
11 " Cinderella 
-
Annou ncements 
Delta Chi Open House 
tonight at 8 : 00 pm . For rides 
and information call 345-
9053. 
________ 1 /2 1  
Dave, The past year has 
been great! And we've only 
just begun ! Love, Mary. 
________1 /2 1  
Gramps Grams Singing 
T e l e g r a m s .  A n y t h i n g  
reasonably legal. $5.00.  Call 
58 1 -3 1 82.  
________ 2/1 5 
Alpha Phi Omega - Service 
Fraternity Rushdates: Informal 
Rush - Jan 2 7 ,  and Pledge 
Ceremony Jan 28.  All will be at 
8 pm - Old Ballroom . If you are 
interested in helping people 
and· having fun, check us out. 
Everyone is welcome. 
-=------.--1 /2 1 
The Accou n t i n g  C l u b  
presents M r .  Dennis Lohnes 
"How Peat Marwick is Planning 
for Changes in the Future. "  
Tonight at 7 : 00 p . m .  i n  the 
Library Lecture Hal l .  
________ 1 /2 1  
Rhonda "Magic" ,  Happy 
Belated Birthday. I really hope 
your Birthday was everything 
you expected and more. Love 
Carolyn "Boo-Boo" 
-------�1 /2 1  
Oink, Get the message? 
________1 /2 1  
Delta Chi Open House. 
Tonight at 8 : 00 pm. For rides 
and inforn;iation call 345-
9053. 
________ 1 /2 1  
Kim and Laura, Thanks for 
taking me in and making me 
feel at home ! We'll have to do it 
again sometime?!  Lov e ,  
Cyndee. 
________ 1 /2 1  
To Mrs. .Kimber Tireber 
Wicks: Congratulations and 
happy 20th birthday, babe! 
Let's tie one on tonight and 
celebrate ! Love, Sandy. 
--------,,--,-1 /2 1  
Happy 2 1  st , Beth Maloney! 
Just because the picture isn't 
in today, doesn't mean it never 
will be! Have fun tonight. Love, 
Monica, Beth , Kim and Lorrie. 
1 /2 1 
31 Concert 
audience 
34 Lone Ranger's 
sidekick 
35 Unite 
37 Cruise bigwig 
38 Musical 
symbol TV . Crossword 14 Thespian's 
•iiii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii iii.iii vehicle 
57 Those people team " of 1969 41 Quadrupeds 
2:30 p.m. 
1 1 -Flinstones 
1 2-Electric Company 
2:35 p.m. 
4-Flinstones 
3:00 p.m. 
2-Little Rascals 
3-Movie: "Don't Push, I ' l l  
Charge When I 'm Ready" 
( 1 969) . 
�-Scooby-Doo 
1.0-Captain Jack 
1 1  --<;artoons 
1 2-Sesarne Street 
1 5, 20-1 Love' Lucy 
1 7-Edge of Night 
-38-Movie- "Belles on Their 
Toes" ( 1 952 ) .  Humorous se­
quel to "Cheaper · by the 
Dozen . "  
3:05 p.m. 
4-Munsters 
3:30 p.m. 
2-Big Valley 
9-Pink Panther 
1 0-Lone Ranger 
1 1 -Scooby-Doo 
1 5 , 20-Tom and Jerry 
1 7-John Davidson 
3:35 p.m. 
4-Leave it to Beaver 
4:00 p.m. 
9-lncredible Hulk 
1 0-Wonder Woman 
1 1 -Bionic Woman 
1 2-Mister Rogers 
1 5 , 2o-Gilligan's Island 
. 4:05 p.m. 
4-Brady Bunch 
4:30 p.m. 
2-Happy Days Again 
1 2-3-2 - 1  Contact 
1 5 , 20-Brady Bunch 
4:35 p.m. 
4-Beverly Hillbillies 
5:00 p.m. 
2 , 1 0, 1 7 , 38-News 
3 , 9 ,  1 1 -Muppets 
1 2-Sesarne Street 
1 5 , 20-Happy Days Again 
5:05 p.m. 
4-Andy Griffith 
5:30 p.m. 
2 , 3,  1 o, 1 5 , 1 7 , 20-News 
9-Welcome Back, Kotter 
1 1 -Little House on the Prairie 
38-Mary Tyler Moore 
5:35 p.m. 
4-Gomer Pyle 
8:00 p.m. 
2-MASH 
3, 1 5 , 20-News 
9, 1 7-Barney Miller 
1 0-Muppet Show 
1 2-Nightly News Repart 
38-Wild Wild West 
8:05 p.m. 
4--(;arol Burnett 
8:30 p.m. 
2-Tic Tac Dough 
3, 1 0-PM Magazine 
9, 1 1 -Laverne and Shirley 
1 2-MacNeil, Lehrer Repart 
1 5-Gallery 
1 7-Entertainment Tonight 
20-WICS Reparts 
8:35 p.m. 
4-NBA Basketball 
7:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5,20-Fame 
3--(;ollege Basketball 
9--(;ondominium 
1 0-Walt Disney World's 1 oth 
15 Raseball 1 0-Knots Landing 1 p 1 2-Movie: "Saturday Night 18 :-:'�·-Tough " and Su�day Morning" ( 1 96 1 ) .  Dan Jenkins ' Albert Finney. . 
. book 1 7 ,38-Barney Miller 17 Flair &:3o p.m. 18 Too ch · 2 1 5  2o-a· B k mu ' m , , .1mme a rea music 1 7 ,38-Taxi 19 Lack of '9:00 p.m. 'sociability 2, 1 5 , 2 0-Hill Street Blues 22 Leafy 3 , 1 0-Nurse 
9-News . veg�t�ble 
1 1 -Joker's Wild 23 There s 
38 2 partner 1 7 ' - Ol�O 24 Native of 9.30 p.m. St kh 1 9, 1 1 -News oc o m  
1 2-Motorweek 28 Duke or baJ°?n 
1 O:OO p.m. 27 -- standstill · 
30 Auden and 2 , 3 ,  1 0, 1 5 , 1 7  , 20-News Lo ll 9-Barney Miller we , 
1 1 -Benny Hil l  31 J�nny s 
1 2-Twilight Zone kinfolk 
38-0dd Couple 32 Cacoph�ny 
1 o:o5 p.m. 33 de la P�ix and 
4-All in the Family Madeleine 
1 0:30 p.m. 34 Adds co�or 
2 ,  1 5 ,
'
20-Tonight 35 Word with feet 
3-MASH . or front 
9--5aturday Night 38 Lithographer's 
1 O-Ouincy need . 
1 1 -People's Court 37 Moves m . 
1 2-News rhythm with a 
1 7 , 38-Viewpaint mount 's gait 
1 o:35 p.m. 38 Centers 
4_:..Movie : "Love Happy" 39 �dse. 
( 1 94'9).  THe Marx Brothers. 40 Not -. - us Anniversary 
1 1 -Movie :  
11  :00 p.m. the .I?ra1:i-e . 
"The Four 3-Hawaii Five-0 · · · : Kiphng 
( 1 975) .  Oliver 1 1 --Movie:  "The Hindenburg" 41 Antonym for Musketeers" 
Reed. 
1 2--0ver Easy 
1 7 , 38-Mork & Mindy 
7:30 p.m. 
1 2-1 2 & Company 
1 7 , 38-Best of the West 
· 
8:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 20-Diff'rent Strokes 
( 1 975). George C . Scott 
2 
z
C
esty 
ed
' 
1 1  :30 p.m. 4 o�m 1a 
2 , 1 5 , 20-Tomorrow Coast-to· dell -
h Coast 43 Touc 
9-Movie : "Pride of the 44 Fails to gain 
Marines" ( 1 945).  John Gar- attention 
field. 
1 7 , 38-Vegas 
58 Poses for a 12 Aphrodite 's 42 Part of a tennis 
portrait son · court 
59 Word with 15 Different ones 43 Seder is Qne 
black or blue 20 Some Boston 44 Permanent, as 
DOWN pops . dye 21 Lean-tos 45 Oriental 
I Colleen 24 Healthy maidservant 
2 "-- a Kick 25 Hebdomads 48 Type of TV 
Out of You" : 28 Calico horse coverage 
Porter 27 Decorate , 47 Three, in 
3 Buddhist monk 28 Laid flooring Thtiringen 
4 Small 29 No ifs, -- or 48 Absent 
ornaments buts 49 Laudatory 
5 Style of cuisine 30 Punctilious review 
8 Husband of person 50 Hastened 
Pocahontas 
See page 1 3  for answers 
Thursday's Classified ads Please report classif ied errors immediately at 58 1 - 2 8 1 2 .  A correct ad w i l l  appear in  the next edit ion . U nless notif ied . we cannot be responsible 
for an incorrect ad after its f i rst insertion . 
January 2 t , t 982 
Annou ncements 
BIRTHRIGHT CARES . . .  
Free pregnancy tests Mon . to 
Fri. from 3· 7 .  348·8551  . 
--------�00 
DB's TRAVELLING SOUND 
Is back, with mirrored ball and 
fights, to entertain everyone.  
All types of music . Call now for 
reservation . Remember DB has 
the best sound around. 345· 
601 2 .  
________ 1 /22 
Delta Chi Open House. 
Tonight at 8 : 00 pm. For rides 
and information , call 345· 
9053. 
________ 1 /2 1  
Tutoring i n  Spanish and/or 
French by grad . from Spain .  
Translations, too. Call 345· 
4748. 
________ 1 /2 1  
A m e r i c a n  M a r k e t i n g  
Association will be holding a 
membership drive today inside 
the Union walkway from 9 to 3 .  
________1 /22 
Attention : Anyone interested 
in trying out for racquetb{!ll 
· club, meet 7 p . m .  in room 260, 
Varsity Lounge, Lantz building. 
________ 1 /2 1  
Inter-varsity i s  not a sparts 
club. Find out more this 
Thursday night at 7 o'clock in 
the Effingham room . 
_________ 1 /2 1  
Kim Sokoya, Sorry about last 
week. We start this week on 
Thursday night in the · Eff· 
ingham room at 7 o'clock. See 
you there . 
_________ 1 /2 1  
The Dally Eastern News 
Annou ncements 
I n t e r - v a rs i ty C h r i s t i a n  
Fellowship i s  o n  a new day and 
at a new place: Thursday 
nights at 7 in the Effingham 
room.  
________ 1 /2 1  
The Playhouse Boys Tony, 
Tommy, Dave, Willy, Bruiser 
and Young Bob welcome 
everyone back to school .  Have 
a good semester. Get ready for 
Valentine's Day! See you then . 
----�---1 /22 
Kappa Delta Spring Rush 
Signups in the Union Lobby 
Jan .  20,  2 1  , and 22 from 1 O· 
3 .  KO today , tomorrow, 
forever. 
--------�1 /22 
Delta Chi  Open House. 
Tonight at 8 :00 pm . For rides 
and information call 345· 
9053. 
--------� 1 /2 1  
Fred · Happy 2 2nd Birthday. 
Have a great one, B . E .  Love 
you, Gator. 
________ 1 /2 1  
Sig Tau Song o f  the Week, 
"There's Only One Way to 
Rock" : Sammy Hagar · The 
Board. 
________ 1 /2 1  
Today i s  your . third Chance 
of this new semester to join 
A . M . A .  in the Union Walkway 
from 9 to 3 .  
________ 1 /2 1  
One man's junk i s  another 
man's treasure - sell those un· 
wanted items and turn clutter 
into cash . Use the classifieds! 
________cOOh. 
Annou ncements P uzzle Answers 
Classified advertisement is 
the fastest, easiest, cheapest 
way to get results - everyone 
reads the classifieds, so put 
your words to work! 
L I L T 
A G A I R  
c 
• R 
R 0 p -- �  0 L E .  0 W N E R  
I S  E M I • E L A N •  T A I N I T I O  
I S  I T A N 0 0 F F I S H N I E I S I S I  
-K A L E • T H E N -
--------�cOOh 
Dave, Happy Anniversary! ! !  
________1 /2 1  
• s W E  0 E • p E E R • A T A 
p 0 E T S •  L I N 0 S 0 I N 
R U E S • T I N T S • C  0 L 0 
I N K • p 0 S T S •  c 0 A E S 
Show that special friend you 
care - the classified way. Put 
your personal message in print 
in t h e  c l as s i f i e d  a n ·  
nouncements.  
G 0 s .  0 N T 0 • e  L A N 0 .  
-· • A A T E •  F E E L ••• 
1F  A L L s 0 N 0 E A F E A R S I  
A M I L E •  E A A S • s W A P  
I S A y E A • R E S T .  C A Y E I 
T H E v - s I T S •  E y E 0 1  
" Do-It-yourself " Classified Ad Form 
Name 
Phone 
Address 
Under classification of: 
Dates to run----------------
COST: 1 O cents per word first day , 7 cents per word 
each consecutiv,e day thereafter (minimum 1 O words) . Stu· 
<lent rate half price if ad is paid for in advance. PLEASE: no 
checks for amounts less than $ 1 .  00. Lost & Found ads are 
run FREE for three days. 
Place ad and money in envelope and deposit in Daily 
Eastern News box in Union by 2 p. m. the day before it .is to 
run (2 p.m. Friday for Mpnday's paper) . The News 
reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous 
or in bad taste. 
Student? (Student rate half-price) OYes D No 
Payment: __________O Cash D Check 
1 3  
Campus clips 
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship will hold a large group 
meeting Thursday, Jan. 2 1  at 7 :00 p . m .  in the Effingham Room 
of the U nion: Visitors are welcome. 
The Dirty Plate Club (Counseling Center' s  weight-loss group) 
will meet Thursday, Jan. 2 1  at 3 :00 p.m.  in the Casey Room of 
the Union . Students. seriously interested in losing weight are in­
vited . Start now if you want to slim down for spring. 
Birthright will meet Thursday, Jan. 2 1 at 6:00 p . m .  at 909 Lin­
coln Avenue. Those interested in contributing time and effort to 
the Birthright cause (pro-life) are welcome, along with present 
volunteers .  Anyone interested in attending, but unable to do so 
may call Ellen at 5 8 1 -264 1 or Anita at 5 8 1 -524 1 . 
The Accounting Club will sponsor a speaker Thursday, Jan. 
2 1 at 7 : 00  p.m. in the Library Lecture Hall . Mr,  Dennis Lohnes' 
presentation concerns " How Peat Marwick is planning for 
changes in the future . "  Refreshments will be served . 
The Capital Investment Association will meet-Thursday, Jan. 
21 at 7 : 30 p.m. in the Casey Room of the Union. The meeting 
will be short and informal . Anyone interested i n  joining is urged 
to attend and pick up an application. 
The Phi Gamma Nu meeting scheduled for Thursday, Jail. 21 
at 6 :00 p.m. in the Charleston-Mattoon Room of the Union has 
been cancelled due to the ski trip. Members are reminded to br­
ing dues at next week' s  meeting. 
The Association of International Students will meet Sunday, 
Jan. 24 at 1 1 : 30 a.m. at the International House on Seventh 
Street across from the Power Plant . 
Campus Clips are published free of charge as a public service to 
the campus and should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News 
office two days before date of publication (or date of event) .  In­
formation should include event, name of sponsoring 'organiza­
tion, date, time and place of event, plus any other pertinent in­
formation . Clips submitted after 9:00 a . m .  of deadline day can­
not be guaranteed publication. Clips will be run one day only for 
any event . No clips will be taken by phone. 
Hunting for a 
special bargain ? 
try 
The Daily Eastern News 
Classified ads 
· From the Wizard ' s  Closet -----.. 
M C+ c K  1 Yo u D o/IJ · r- HA u t:  
A /'J'f  P o l'L o R ,<J  ! 
W H t H ?' TH I S  & U 'i  
M U S T  l?f A G n it-1 
S A L E S  M 4-/\1 1 
WM ��IN "! 
fd./C �(J;e JltA> 
�/1ri 4LJ...­
-:1-r�1C c;;1MXP10N-
. 511 IP �;5 r<.1,,,a-
A AIP. - • 
DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau 
I TEll '!OU, JIM, Ya/ WJ/P 
NOT lJEUEYE Hall STJ?ONG 
7HE ANTl-8IJSINESS fJ/11511115 
IN IAJ49HI� EJEFa?E 
7HIS APMINISTT?A1/a<I � 
lJ TWN .. " 
I I 7Ja6l{T /{}{ RJUH& ff UJ4S ON- /?EAllY 8/G 
lY 7HRei3 IJeAtS. FOR 
MAn!NIS, THOSe 'fr)(J 
PHIL.. . NEt'P f/Ve. I \ 
The women of .Qtgma .Qtgma .Qigma 
Would like to invite you to a 
Western Hoedown Rush Party 
TONIGHT at 6p.rn·�·:. - . , . .  __. .�_ 
FOR A 
Mtl?lilf/?, 
5/X. 
\ 
Call 345-641 3.for rides and in_forrnation 
, 
. -, 
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' Game plan com plete ' _ 
as Ditka tak�s_over Bears 
CHICAGO (AP)-With the-formal" In 1 964, Ditka set an NFL record for 
announcement W.ednesday that Mike a tight end by catching 75 passes, a 
Ditka would become - head coach, mark that stood until Kellen Winslow 
Chicago Bears' owner George Halas . of San Diego broke it  last year . 
said, " the game plan I had been work- · Ditka j oined the Philadelphia Eagles 
ing on is now complete. "  for the 1 967 and 1 968 seasons , closing 
Ditka, 42, rej oins the Bears after out his playing days with the Cowboys . 
nine years as an assistant to Dallas Known as a hard-nosed competitor 
Cowboys Head Coach Tom Landry . · during a 1 2-year NFL career, Ditka has 
" 1.t is a situation that was meant for already put his new team on notice .that 
me, "  Ditka said.  "Everybody .has their discipline will be one of the cor-
destiny and mine is in Chicago . "  nerstones o f  his approach . 
Ditka said he would not have taken " The key principle in motivating 
the ]ob unless he was offered a three- your personnel is pride , "  Ditka said . 
year contract and added that although " I f  you show people they have a 
he will install much -of the Dallas · chance to accomplish something, then 
multiple-set ofense in Chicago' s  game they have specific goals and can rise to 
plan, " we ' re not going to do meet a challenge . "  
everything that Coach Landry did. I Landry wished Ditka well i n  the new 
can ' t  be all things to all people. " venture. 
Dltka said he plans to meet with the " I  think Mike knew this was 
Bears coaching staff within the next something he wanted to do , "  Landry 
week and " will coach the players and said.  " I f  it had been anything else, I 
coaches until they learn the Dallas think he wouldn' t  have been so quick 
system . to take it without talking it over with 
" I ' m  a believer in the multiple of- us.  But he didn' t  specifically ask my 
fense. It keeps the defense off balance . advice because he' s  wanted in his heart 
If the defense knows what we' re going to do this (coach the Bears) for so 
to do, they'll beat me , "  Ditka said . long. " 
-
Ditka said he would " set realistic When speculation on a successor to 
goals to measure the team's  success , "  head coach Neill Armstrong began , it 
but went out on a limb by predicting was reported that Ditka had sent Halas 
the Bears could capture the NFC Cen- a letter expressing intex:est in the posi­
tral Division title next year . tion prior to Armstrong' s  Jan . 4 
After being drafted in the first round dismissal . 
in 1 96 1  out of Pitt, where he earned In that letter Ditka said , " I  have 
All-America honors his senior year, never wished anybody to lose a foot­
Ditka achieved instant success in ball j ob or any kind of j ob . "  
Chicago. Ditka also wasted no time stating 
Named Rookie of the Year in 1 96 1 , that " I  can work with anyone" after 
he went on to garner All-Pro honors Halas rehired defensive coordinator 
three times, playing a .  pivotal role on Buddy Ryan and his assistants before 
the Bears'  last championship team in firing Armstrong . 
. 1 963 . 
. . 
Welcome Back. E.1.11. 
-Students-
Remember Every Thursday 
� -. 25c BEER 
and Never a Cover Charge! 
:Longhom 
:; · Saloon 
509 Van Buren 
Old Style, Bu1ch, Butl, 
Miller, Miller Lite 
on Tap/ 
�\f'M'l�''.'���mwi��f:'MmmwlmtWRm�mwrni@';Mmwrnmr;ni;wui1�rnl"i'&ili.mmNirnrnmtiim'{i. 
I Announcing Our 
\��� - �jM 
Celebratio·n ! 
: � . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
: Chadeston Video : : : I : n rcod· e .. * .. . � : . I 
:(featuring 34 of the most popul�r Video Go.mes): · I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. I Saturday, Jan. 23rd I 
8 tokens per dollar (Sat. onlJ) I Also, the first 300-people will w 
get a coupon for a free 16 oz. 
Pepsi next door at Wendy's! 
Mon. -Thurs: 10 a.m. -midnight 
Fri . , ·sat. 10 a.m. - t a.m.? 
• _Sun: 1 p.m.- - midnight 
On Rt. 16 between Wendy's and Carter's 
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Men tankers host.showdown with Bradley. • • 
by Nancy Saegesser 
Men's tanker head coach Ray 
Padovan said his Panther swimmers 
will be matched up Friday and Satur­
day against ' ' two of the best teams 
we'll be facing all year. "  
Samuels 
from page 1 8  
from the floor making j ust 42 percent 
of its shots in scoring 57 points a game. 
Eastern hosts the Bradley Braves 4 
p . m .  Friday at Lantz pool and then 
travels to Bowling Green Saturday for 
a 2 p . m .  me.et against Western Ken­
tucky. 
"These will be extremely close. 
meets , "  Padovan said. "They're both 
complete toss-ups . We don't get that as 
often as we' d  like in swimming, so it 
should be easier to generate some en-
thusiasm . "  
· 
However, Padovan also said the 
weekend slate is scheduled " at the 
worst possible time of the year for us . ' '  
The Panther skipper said his squad 
has come back from semester break to 
a harder training routine than usual 
and consequently some of the tankers 
possess "unusual soreness" . due to 
resuming weight-lifting programs. 
" But that toughens us up for the end 
of the season, so that's  how we' ll ap­
proach it , "  Padovan said. 
Bradley comes to the friendly con­
fines of Lantz pool after · a hard­
fought loss to the Panthers Saturday at 
the University of Illinois Invitational . 
" I  expect an exceptional meet , "  
Padovan said, "Every event is going to 
be crucial . "  
The victory over Jim Spink' s  Braves 
was the first for Eastern in recent 
history. "We've always had close 
meets, but we hadn't beaten them for a 
while , "  Padovan said. "They've kind 
. of picked on us. "  
Padovan said a regular-season, dual­
meet loss to the Braves last year " was 
the closest meet we've lost in our life . ' '  
I n  that electronically-timed contest, 
the Panthers lost by dropping three 
events with a combined time difference 
of less than a tenth of a second. 
"We lost one race by .003 of a se­
cond , "  Padovan said. 
However, whether Samuels' squad 
can rebound after their 53-52 setback 
to Delaware State and mount an offen­
sive attack against a big Northern Iowa 
team is questionable, but not out of.the 
question Samuels said.  . . .  while women 's squad battles Indiana 
" I ' m  looking for us to play wit.h 
more confidence, but. we have to get 
more consistent play out of our lineup 
in establishing the offense, "  Samuels 
added .. 
· 
Samuels said forcing Northern 
Iowa's  big men to run up and down the 
court both offensively and defensivly, 
should be a key element for the Pan­
thers late in the game . 
by Nancy Saegesser 
Eastern' s  women tankers travel to 
Ter�e Haute Friday for a 5 p . m .  dual 
meet against Indiana State which head 
coach Ray Padovan has ·termed will be 
" an indicator of progress . "  
vitational . It 's  more of a numbers pro­
blem for them . "  
Padovan said h e  expects his team to 
dominate in the sprints a.nd short 
distance events since ISU uses its top 
indivichlals in the longer distance 
swims . 
Sycamores' strong distance per­
formers, Padovan said one adjustment 
he has already decided Off is to enter 
Panther stando�t Dawn Beard in some 
distance races . 
"Coming off our hard training over 
break and our win last week at Illinois ,  
this  meet will be more of an indicator 
of progress than anything else, ' '  
Padovan said . " From that standpoint , 
it is a real important meet for us .  
"We'll swim her a little longer 
distance than she's  used to, " he said. 
"When you' re playing on the road 
you look to stay· even, and we' re hop­
ing a good offensive performance will 
keep us close, "  Samuels said . " You 
look to stay even and hopefully control 
the tempo.late in the game . ' '  
" lt should be a good meet , "  the 
Panther skipper continued . ".I feel 
fairly confident going in.  We should be 
able to control our own outcome . "  
" It will depend on where they swim 
their best people, "  Padovan said . "I ' ll 
j ust have to wait and see what they do 
and then I. can make any adjustments I 
want . "  
However, t o  somewhat combat the 
The Panther skipper predicted 
Beard' s  200-yard freestyle event will 
' 'be a real good match-up . Also Debbie 
Kroening and Dawn Buzcowski in the 
200-yard butterfly should make that a 
good race . "  
Kevin · Jones continues t o  lead 
Eastern coming off the bench to 
average 1 3 . 7 points a game , while 
Robinson is averaging 1 1 .8 and Patten 
follows with a 1 0.5 average . 
"We're j ust going to take this con­
ference schedule as any other games 
and hope to play better , "  Samuels 
said. "We j ust· want to play as well as 
we can, but I still feel we aren ' t  playing . 
up to our potential yet . "  
Padovan said his squad , which 
defeated the Sycamores at the Indiana 
State Invitational Nov . 2 1 ,  will have a 
numbers advantage going into the 
meet . "They have some real good in­
dividuals but they're a little short on 
team depth , "  he said . 
" By no means do- I expect it to be a 
real easy meet , "  Padovan cautioned . 
' ' They have been swimming a lot better 
lately than when we saw them at the in-
use 
. . .  mal<e buying 
and sel l i ng 
a real snap . .. · . 
The Dally Eastern News 
classifieds 
Say YES! and guarantee 
- -
yOurself a copy of the all new, 
384 page, 1 982 Warbler! By fi l l i ng out 
the form be low and return i ng it to 1 26 N BEB before 
Jan .  29, you can reserve a . copy of the Warbl er for 
yourse lf . For those who do not fi l l  out a form, ·we 
cannot guarantee- that you wi l l  get a book. Extra 
copies wi l l . be avai l ab le  on a fi rst come, fi rst serve 
basis ofter reserved books are de l ivered . Books .wi l l  
be di stri buted i n l ate Apri l .  
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -· - - - - - - - -
YES! Reserve my copy of the 1 982 Warbl�r NOW. 
(I understand that if I do not reserve a copy at this .time, the_ 
Warbler cannot guarantee that I will get a book.) 
. ..-
Campus Address_. ______________ ,Phone, __ � __ --
: Return to: 
The Warbler 
126 M -EB 
I 
I 
!' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I Class ________________.$. Mo .. ___ _ before Jan. ·29 I 
L - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ..1 
' . 
Stu�ents sti l l  to pay for women 's  prelim inary games 
by Steve Bm�er . But . Johnson said recently that The practice of chargmg Eastern students. will continue to be charged to students to see a worn.en' s  basketball see the w omen ' s  - contests on game before t�e me�' s  co�tes.t on . doubleheader nights because there doubleheader
. 
mgh�s . 
will .conh,!}l!e-; an ' 'really is Just no clear-cut way to avoid Eastern athletic 9,ffJCial ·said . the situation . ' '  
E�stern stude11ts were charged 5 0  " We (the athletic department) never cents to see the women cagers compete even thought of it (charging students). before the men' s  game Jan . 6. as going back on our word . Students .Last . year Eastern Athletic Director will still get in· free when the ·women R:C .  Johnson vowed .free student ad- play on nights alone, " Johnson said . m1ttance to all athletic events except "Mechanically we really can't  clear football and men ' s  basketball after the the gym after the 'women play and then 
$9 per-semester fee increase was pass-
ed . 
have everyone go through the gate 
again and we really can' t  charge at 
halftime and try to find everyone who 
hasn 't  paid , "  he added . 
"It ' s  really a petty issue and I don' t  
really see how some student"s can com­
plain about it. This way they are get­
ting two games for the price of one . 
For those students who are die-hard 
women fans ,  I think they will bite the 
bullet and pay the 50 cents , "  he said . 
Johnson also added that the .main 
reason for instituting the idea of hav-
Thursday's s 
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ing the women compete before the 
men's  games was to increase the atten" 
dance for women's  games . 
"Our whole goal in instituting the 
idea of doubleheader nights was to in­
crease attendance at women' s  games 
and I think this could be very suc­
cessful, " Johnson said . . 
Four more doubleheader nights will 
be held this ·season, with the women 
previewing the men's  games Jan . 30, 
Feb .  8, Feb . 23 and Feb . 23 . 
January 2 1 ,  1 982 
Samuels tabs Jones and Smelter as starters 
B y  John Humenik 
When Eastern's cagers open the 
Mid-Continent Conference schedule 
7 : 30 p.m.  Thursday against Northern 
Iowa in Cedar Falls, Panther head 
coach Rick Samuels looks to shuffle 
the starting lineup to produce a more 
consistent offensive performance. 
"We're go"ing to approach this game 
with specific things in mind, and I hope 
that we can form our offense early with 
a new combination," Samuels said . 
"We have to get more consistant 
play out of our starters, and by swit� 
ching things around we should have a 
quicker offense." 
Kevin Jones and Vincent Smelter, 
who replace Jim Williams and Eddie 
Jones, Samuels said should give the 
Panthers a boost in establishing offen­
sive play early in the first half. 
"We're really going to work hard in 
geting the offense going within the first 
five minutes," Samuels said. "We 
want to play a tempo suitable to us, 
and there's no � doubt Jones and 
Smelter will get things going." 
Samuels said he'll use Ricky Robin­
son and Leigh Hankins on the front 
line along with Jones, while Smelter 
will join either Warren Patten or Kurt 
Lorenzen at the guards. 
The Panthers complete their MCC 
road schedule against Western Illinois 
7 : 30 p.m.  Saturday in Macomb, and 
' again will be put to the test but 
Samuels said he does not expect to 
change this lineup . 
Kevin Jones reaches for the ball i n · the Panthers recent 52-53 loss to 
Delaware State Jan . 1 6 . Jones and Vince Smelter wi l l  replace J im Wiii iams and 
Eddie Jones as starters in  ton ight 's garne at Northern Iowa. (News photo by Brian 
Ormiston\  
"We feel that we can play with both 
teams, and we feel that our players will 
respond to the · c�allenge," Samuels 
said . "If we attain some consistency in 
our offense, we'll still be alright. 
"We have proven we can get good 
shots out of our offense but lately have 
Tracksters wi l l  op,n Saturday at home 
by Mike Prizy . . · 
After almost four months of practice 
and preparation, Eastern men' s  track 
coach Neil Moore said his squad is 
eager to open its 1 982 indoor season 
when they face Indiana State and 
Southwest Missouri 2 p . m .  Saturday in 
Lantz Fieldhouse.  
"We've been waiting a long time, 
since September, for this competi­
tion , "  Moore said , 
The Panthers' first scheduled meet 
Saturday was canceled because of bad 
weather which prevented opposing 
teams from traveling to Charleston for 
the Community College Invitational . 
However, Eastern still held time trials .  
Saturday' s.  scheduled . competition 
also tentatively includes Bradely 
University, Moore said.  
But after reviewing results from an 
ISU meet last week , Moore said.  "I 
really think our competition is Indiana 
State . I don ' t  have information on the 
others) '  
The Panther mentor added Bradley 
has " one fine distance runner" and 
SEMO traditionally has sprint strength 
and a few strong distance runners .  
"We need the good competition to 
push us to good times , "  Moore said . 
I n  Saturday' s  time trial , sophomore 
John Gassmann won the two mile 
event by besting his personal record by 
1 4 seconds .  
" I  feel good about this season, " 
Moore said " I ' m  waiting for stars to be 
born like Gassmann. I hope others on 
the team �o the same. I hope we have 
more John Gassmanns . "  
Moore said he will count o n  his 
distance crew to do a lot of scoring . 
"Our two milers looked awfully 
strong and our milers looked good too 
(in Saturday' s  time trial) , "  Moore 
said.  "We hope we can score heavily in 
the · distance events and I think we 
will . "  
One o f  th e  biggest matchups could 
be between Eastern's  two time All­
Anierican Claude Magee and ISU' s  
Dwight Williams in the 60-yard dash . 
Magee recorded a hand time of 6 .2  
in the 60-yard dash Saturday while 
Williams is entered in the meet with a 
6 . 1 clocking this year . 
· 
Magee will also ifiave to contend with 
Bobby Brown in the long jump. 
been rushing things . I would have 
hoped by this time we could be playing 
more consistent", Samuels added . 
. The Panthers hold a 1 0-2 lead in the 
series after winning three straight, but 
this tinie around both teams sport 6-8 
.records in comparable .up an down 
seasons. Mainly because of their size, 
SarnuPl s  expects a fight nevertheless. 
Nl. . .  . iern Iowa boasts 6-foot- 1 1  
junior center Ray Storck who the Pan­
thers look to underneath, while 5-foot-
9 guard Brent Carmichael leads the 
squad averaging 1 0 . 9  points per game. 
Much of the Panthers' strength con­
sists of sophomore forwards Herbert 
King, 6 foot 8, and Mike Pijanowski, 6 
foot 7 .  Sophomore Jay Block, 6 foot 6, 
rounds out the Panthers' lineup at the 
other guard . 
' ' I  expect them to be very inside­
orien ta ted · and utilize different 
defenses," Samuels Said. "We haven't 
struggled against the zone this season 
except against Delaware State, but we 
expect Northern Iowa to switch 
defenses a lot like they have all year 
long:" 
Dwayne Jackson came off the bench 
Monday night to help Northern Iowa 
up its home mark at the Uni-Dome to 
5- 1  by defeating Chicago State 67-64 
with a three-point play late in. the con-
test · 
· 
. Samuels figures playing <;onsistently 
early in the first half and executing on 
offense could produce.a lead or at least 
remain even with the Panthers. 
Eastern is still suffering from poor 
field goal shooting making 45 .  percent 
of its shots from the" floor, but remains 
consistent hitting 70 percent from the 
free throw line.  
Northern Iowa has also struggled 
(see Samuels, page 1 5) 
Inside: 
Tanker toss-up 
Eastern 's men tankers host Bradley 
Friday in a meet Coach Ray Padovan· 
. calls a "complete toss-up. " 
page 1 5 · 
New Bear coach 
Mike Ditka,  Rookie of  the Year with 
the Chicago Bears in 1 96 1 , was of­
f icially tabbed as the team's new head 
coach Wednesday . 
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